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CHAPTER 10

PHYSICS OF GRIDS IN SOLAR CELLS

10.1 Introduction

Intricate patterns of metal grids decorate the top and/or bottom surfaces of solar
module, see Fig. 10.1. For a thin film solar cell, the grids run parallel to each other,
across the width of the module, as in Fig. 10.1(a) and (b). The grids divide the
module into a series of subcells. For c-Si module, each rectangle-shaped wafer are
patterned with number of horizontal and vertical metal lines. The wafer are then
arranged in series to complete the module, see Fig. 10.1(c) and (d). When these
subcells in thin film PV or wafers in c-Si PV are connected in series, they can be
viewed as network of series-connected diodes, as in Fig. 10.1(e).

After examining the patterns closely, you may begin to realize that someone
must have thought very carefully about the layout. You may being to wonder
about the similar of the grids of a c-Si solar cell and veins of leaf. In this chapter,
we will show that the grid patterns involves a combination of geometrical and
opto-electronic optimization. We will begin with grid layout and cell topology of
thin film solar cells. Once you are comfortable with the basics, you will be able to
follow the slightly more complex physics of c-Si gridding.

Physics of Solar Cells.
By M. A. Alam and M. R. Khan
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Figure 10.1 Solar cells have a variety of especially designed grids to collect the
photocurrent: (a) Thin film solar cells used thin lateral grids, shown schematically in (b).
Crystalline Si solar cells use a combination of lateral grids (fingers) and vertical grids
(busbar). (d) The cells are connected in series to create a module. (e) The series connection
of the cells can be represented by equivalent circuit associated with each cell.

10.2 You cannot avoid the losses due to series resistance

Consider a thin film solar cell (width W and length L, area of AT = W × L) being
illuminated by sunlight. If the output voltage is V and the current I , then the
power output is Pout = Voc × Isc × FF . If you cut (typically by laser) this large-
area cell lengthwise into N segments and reconnect them in series (Fig.10.1(b)),
then current of each subcell will be reduced to Isc/N , while voltage produced will
increase Voc×N , so that the net power output (Pout = (Isc/N)×(N×L)×FF ≡ C0.
Since FF does not depend on N in the thermodynamic limit, it is easy to see that
the power output is independent of N . In practice, the laser cuts needed to isolate
the subcells has a width δ, so that there is an additional power loss due to these
laser cuts, namely, Parea = (N − 1)δ × L. This calculation suggests that cutting
a large cell in N pieces and then connecting them does not offer any advantage
– if anything, the Pout is diminished. Then why is stripping so ubiquitous? The
answer is that dividing the cells reduces power lost to series resistance, as follows.

Electron hole pairs are generated at each point of the solar cell. resulting in a
locally generated current density J0 at every point (x0, y0) of the cell, see Fig. 10.2.
These electrons must travel vertically from its generation point (y0) to the edge of
the cell (g(x) before being collected. Therefore, the current at (x, y) is not just the
local current J0dxdy , but sum of the all the current generated at y0 ≤ y, so that
J(x, y) = J0

∫ y
0
dy0dx = J0 × y. The total power is obtained by calculating the

Joule heating at each point along the vertical stripes in the y-direction, and then
summing over the vertical stripes along the x-direction, namely,
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Figure 10.2 (left) The thin-film module is divided into segments, and reconnected in
series. This striping reduces the distance traveled by the electrons and holes before they are
collected by respective contacts (right) Current flow within one of the segments. The shape
of a segment need not be rectangular, but rectangular cells reduces resistive loss, Pρ.

Pρ =

∫ L

0

dx

∫ g(x)

0

dy(J0 × y)2ρ (10.1)

= J2
0ρ

∫ L

0

dxg3(x)/3, (10.2)

where the area of each cell is defined by A =
∫ L

0
g(x)dx.

10.3 For typical subcells, a rectangular grid minimizes power dissipation

The equation above applies to any arbitrarily shaped sub-cells constrainted by the
cell area, A. For example, g(x) ≡ axn, with a = (n + 1)A/L(n+1) ensures that the
cell area is preserved. By inserting this g(x) in Eq. 10.2, we find

P0(n) =
Pρ
J2

0ρ
=

(n+ 1)3

3(3n+ 1)
× A3

L2
(10.3)

If we plot P0(n) as a function of n, the energy is minimized for a rectangular
cells with n = 0, or g(x) = A/L ≡= W . No wonder we find the solar cells
are laser-scribed into rectangular subcells. Let us conclude this section with three
observations: First, the analysis above assumes that the length of the subcell, L,
equals the width of the module – this is typical, but not universal. We will see
the implication of violating this rule later. Second, we have focussed only on the
top electrode – current will flow through the back electrode as well, and therefore,
this is a similar power-loss at the back (with resistivity ρb) that must be added to
the power-loss discussed above. Third, the derivation does not tell us what the
value of W is, because to determine A = AT /N , we must find N by minimizing
the power-dissipated for the entire module, s topic of next section.
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Figure 10.3 Power vs. shape

Homework 10.1: Lagrange optimization and optimum shape of a subcell

In the discussion above, the conclusion that the reactangular cells minimizes
power dissipation was based on special shapes defined by a power-law, i.e.
g(x) = axn. Show that the conclusion is general, so long the current paths can
be presumed approximately vertical.

Solution. Since Eq. 10.2 applies to arbitrary shaped cells, we can use Lagrange
optimization to find g(x) that minimizes Pρ for given the area constraint:

L = J2
0ρ

∫ L

0

dxg3(x)/3− λ2(

∫ L

0

g(x)dx−A) (10.4)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. Setting dL/dg = 0, we find g(x) =

2λ(J2
0ρ), so that A =

∫ L
0
g(x)dx = 2λL/(J2

0ρ), implies that λ = (A/L) ×
(J2

0ρ/2) is a constant. Since J0 and ρ are constants, then A/L = W must
be a constant. The result imples that reactangular cells minimize power dissi-
pation – no wonder all the cells we see in practice are rectangular.

10.4 Determining the number of subcells in an optimization problem

We now know that the rectangular-shaped cell minimizes the loss in each cell.
How many of such cells should we have in a given module? If the module is
divided into N cells, the total power Pout can be written as follows

Pout = Pideal − Pρ(N)− Pscribe(N), (10.5)

where, Pideal = C0 is the power delivered to the load if the area lost to scribe-lines
(i.e. Pscribea = 0) and series resistivity Pρ were negligible. In practice,
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Pρ = P0 ×N

= (J2
0ρ)× (n+ 1)3

3(3n+ 1)
× A3

L2
×N. (10.6)

Since A = AT /N , therefore, Pρ = c1/N
2, where

c1 ≡ (J2
0ρ)× (n+ 1)3

3(3n+ 1)
× A3

T

L2
(10.7)

Similarly,
Pscribe = (N − 1)δ × L ∼ C2(N − 1) (10.8)

Inserting these components in Eq. (10.5) and maximzing the power as a function
of N , we find

Nopt = (2C1/C2)1/3

≡ n+ 1

3
×
(

2

3n+ 1

)2/3

× AT
L
× (
√
δJ2

0ρ)2/3 (10.9)

The formula explains why the cells of different solar materials must have slightly
different width, i.e.,

Nopt,1/Nopt,2 = (J0,1/J0,2)2/3 = (1− βEg,1)2/3/(1− βEg,2)C2/3 = (W2/W1)

. In other words, cells with higher short circuit current (i.e. smaller bandgap), will
produce its optimum power with fewer cells. The table below summarizes the
optimum for several technologies (assuming the cells have the same ρ and same
shape ( i.e. characterized by the same n),

Table 10.1 Width W of various thin-film solar cells.

Technology Eg Jsc W (cm)

c-Si 1.1 40 0.52
a-Si 1.7 16 1.18

CIGS 1.5 35 0.75

Thick solar cells, such as c-Si, is difficult to scribe, therefore, we will alternate
but related process to be descibed below.

Homework 10.2: Griddding in Bifacial Solar Cells

A bifacial solar cell accepts sunlight from the top directly (1-sun, say) and
from the bottom through the albedo reflected light (r-sun, say). Show that
the number of cells in the bottom differs from that in the top, as follows,
NF
NR

= RρT ρB
1/3.
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Solution. First, write the total power as

Pout = P0(1 +R)− Pj,R − Ps,R − Pj,F − Ps,F
= C0 − C1,R/N

2
R − C2,RNR − C1,F /N

2
F − Cw,FNF ,

where

C1,F = (J2
0ρF /3)(A3

T /L
2),

C2,F = P0δ

C1,R = (J2
0ρR/3)(A3

T /L
2),

C2,R = RP0δ

Maximizing Pout independently for with NF and NR, we find the expressions
for optimum NF and NR, and their ratio defines the desired expression.

Homework 10.3: Using a Module Simulator to estimate the power output
of a thin-film solar module

1. Login to nanohub.org . . . Go to the link: https://nanohub.org/
resources/pvpanelsim

2. Download the user manual posted at

https://nanohub.org/resources/12259/download/Users_
Guide.pdf

3. Work out the default example to understand the power output and 2D
power generation profile.

4. Change the circuit model based on the results of Homework ??. How do
the results change?

5. Redo the simulation where 2x5 cells are shadowed. How does the results
compare with the analytical formula discussed earlier.

10.5 Rectangular cells are typical, but non-rectangular cells can reduce
module power dissipation

Modern solar modules are rectangular. The analysis of the preceding sections as-
sumed that the width of a subcell equals that of the module. In that case, a rectan-
gular subcell minimized power dissipation and maximized the power output. In
practice, a rectangle can accomodate N equal-area subcells of variety of geomet-

https://nanohub.org/resources/pvpanelsim 
https://nanohub.org/resources/pvpanelsim 
https://nanohub.org/resources/12259/download/Users_Guide.pdf
https://nanohub.org/resources/12259/download/Users_Guide.pdf
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Figure 10.4 Power dissipation in non-rectangular shaped cells. Rows marked (a), (b)
and (c) depict thin film modules with rectangular, triangular, and sprial subcell. The first
column shows the module, the second column individual subcells within the module, and
the third column plots the power dissipation in each with the module. The darker regions
define areas with higher power dissipation. While all the rectangular subcells have the same
power dissipation, this is not true for triangular and spiral cells.

rical shape. The area of the sub-cells must be equal to ensure current continuity
from one cell to the next.

Figures 10.4 and 10.5 below illustrates three examples: rectangular cells, cells
with triangles, cells with discrete cantor transform. All the cells have the same
area (can you convince yourself that this is indeed the case?), but the resistive
power dissipations are not the same. Let us calculate the power dissipation to see
if these non-traditional cells would actually perform better.

We have already calculated power dissipation of a module divided into N cells
of ’power-law’ shapes, characterized by exponent n, and given by Eq. 10.6. Specif-
ically, for rectangular shaped subcells (n = 0), we found

P = J2
0ρ

A2
T

3L2
. (10.10)

where L is the width of the cell (and the module).
For a triangular cells shown in Fig. 10.4 the widths of the cells are not constant,

yet the area of the cells are exactly the same! The N traingular cells were created
as follows. First, mark the outer edge of the module by 2N points, separated
by ∆ ≡ (W + L)/2N and connect these points to the center with straight lines.
The triangles created (halfcells) have equal area, A = ∆L/2 because they share the
same base (L/2) and height (W/N ). A pair of halfcells (reflected over the diagonal)
forms a single subcell and the N subcells so formed are connected in series and
carry the current in two parallel branches, as shown. Unlike typical rectangular
cells, the ”electrical edges” of the module do not alight with the physical edges of
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the module. Rather, the current enters through the edge that connects the center
to the bottom-right corner r, and exits through the edge that connects the center
to the top-right corner. The edges must be separated by a hole in the center large
enough to prevent any arcing between the electrodes.

Figure 10.5 Power dissipation associated with various subcell shapes. Reactangular
cells (blue solid line), triangular sub-cells (sinosoidal light black line), and spiral sub-cells
(sinosoidal green line).

Unlike rectangular cells, power dissipated in the triangular subcells depend on
their orientations. For subcells with bases along the x- or y-axes have a length
Lcell = L and n=1, therefore,

Pt,x = J2
0ρ

2A2
T

3L2

, roughly twice that of rectangular cells. We already knew this would be the case
for n = 1 based on 10.3.

For sub-cells along the 45 degree axis (see 10.4(b), however, Lcell =
√

(L) and
n = 1, so that

P (n = 1, L→
√

(b)) = J2
0ρ

A2
T

3L2

, same as the rectangular cells. Other subcells will dissipate power between the
two limits, see Fig. 10.5. Overall, however, the power dissipation will be 25-50
% more than rectangular cells. Although we did relax the rule Lcell = L for the
subcells, it did not help the situation much!

Does it mean that the rectangular cells discipate the least amount of power?
Not really! You can generate the subcells by using discrete Archemedian spiral.
We will describe the algorithm to generate the cells a little later, but first let us
examine how the cells look like and the power-dissipated in thse cells.

Fig. 10.5 shows that, similar the triangle-shaped subcells, the spiral-subcells
have identical area, but their lengths and widths are unequal. On average, Lcell =
π
2L and shape exponent is n = 2/3.Therefore, you can use Eq. 10.3 to show that

P0(n ∼ 2/3, Lcell → (π/2)L)

P0(n = 0, Lcell = L)
< 1

.
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In other words, if a module is scribed by discrete Archedian spiral, it will dissi-
pate roughly half the power of a rectangular cell, see the oscillating green line in
Fig. 10.5. We will see later in Chapter XX that these cells are more shadow tolerant,
a concept we will return to in the next chapter.

Homework 10.4: Creating a discrete Archemedian grid

Fig. 10.6 compares the methodology of generating an standard vs. discrete
Archemedian Sprial. Explain the procedure clearly with reference to tradi-
tional Archemedian spiral.

Solution. For the standard Archemedian sprial, a circle of radius R is divided
into a set of concentric circuits, where the radius of the i-th circle is, iR/N , as
in Fig. 10.6 (a) . Next, the circle is divided into 2M sectors, by running M
diagonals through the center. The intersection points of the radial lines and
concentric circuits are used to form the spiral by first connecting successive
intersection points, as shown in Fig. 10.6 (b). As the M and N approaches
infinity, the sprial lines becomes a smooth curve.
Show that you can do apply the same algorithm to a rectangle a discrete
Archemedian spiral. Also, convince yourself the that both classical and the
discrete spiral produces subcells with identical area.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/16111938@N07/97359514

Figure 10.6 (Top,Left) Traditional Archemedian sprial is contruted by first divided the
area into concentric circles. (Top Right) Next, radial lines are drawn from the center of the
circles. The intersection point are joined to form the final sprials (blue line). (Bottom, Left)
Likewise, a rectangular spiral is generated by dividing the squares into concentric squares
and drawing the radial lines through the center. (Bottom, Right) The intersection points are
joined by the same algorithm used to generate the traditional spirals.
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10.6 Crystalline Si solar cells are gridded differently than thin-film solar
cells

The grids in c-Si and thin-film cells appear similar to those of thin-films, and they
both serve the same purpose of reducing the overall resistive losses in the top and
bottom electrodes. On closer inspection, however, they are very different, see Fig.
10.7. First, the subcells of a c-Si module are slices of c-Si wafers, and the cells are
connected in series to obtain the desrived output voltage, as in Fig. 10.6 (a). Each
of the subcells have a set of gridlines Fig. 10.6 (b).These grids in the silicon cell
do not divide the modules into a set of subcells, therefore unlike thin-film cells,
the output voltage and current are not scaled by the grid number. Rather, similar
to veins in leaf or small roads merging into highways, the gridlines are arranged
hierarchically: once the photogenerated carrier reach the first metal level vertically
(where the similarity to thin-film cells end), then they flow along it until they reach
the thicker metal line, sometimes called busbars, see Fig. 10.7(c). In principle,
these 2nd level metal-lines could merge into the 3rd level metal lines and so on. In
calculating the c-Si resistive loss, we will need to add-up the losses of current flow
along the metal lines.

L0

L1

L2

Ix

Figure 10.7 Gidding in c-silicon cells. (left) A module consists of series connected cells.
(b) Each cell is decorated with fingers and busbars to collect photogenerated current. (c) A
schematic view of current collection which shows that photo-generated carriers at a given
point moves to the closest finger and the flow laterally along the finger. By symmetry, the
total power dissiplation can be calculated by calculating power-dissipation in each unit cell
(ash colored box).

Let us begin my calculating the the losses as the electrons travel to the level-1
(red) electrodes, see Fig. 10.7(c). Eq. 1.2 calculates the loss of a region of width L
and height g(x) as being P0 = J2

0ρtop
∫ L

0
dxg3(x)/3. Therefore, for a rectangle of

width L = L1 and height g(x) = L0/2,

P0 = 2× J2
0ρ
L1L

3
0

24
= J2

0ρ
L1L

3
0

12
. (10.11)

The factor 2 arises from the fact that half the current arriving at metal 1 is fed from
half of the bottom cell, while the remaining half is supplied from the cell on the
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Figure 10.8 Power dissipation in c-Si grid can be calculated first by calculating energy
dissipation for vertical current flow and then lateral current flow along the fingers.

top. The total loss over the module is P0,T = MP0, where the M is the number of
cells with size L0 × L1, namely M = N×L×W

L0L1
.

Once the electrons are collected by level-1 metal, they will travel along it. The
current at any point x involves the everything that has been collected upto that
point, namely,

Ix = 2×
∫ x

0

dx

∫ g(x)/2

0

J0dy = J0h(x), (10.12)

where h(x) ≡ 2 ×
∫ x

0
dx
∫ g(x)/2

0
dy = L0x.Therefore, the power dissipated along

metal 1 is given by

P1 =

∫ L1

0

I2
xρ1dx/f(x) (10.13)

=

∫ L1

0

J2
0ρ1h(x)2dx/f(x) (10.14)

=
J2

0ρ1

w1
× L2

0L
3
1

3
(10.15)

= (J0A1)2 × R1

3
(10.16)

where f(x) = w1 is the cross-section of the metallic wire. There areM(≡ Amodule/A1)
metal lines, each associated withA0 = L1×L0 box. Therefore, P1,T = P1Amodule/A1).

In general, in the k-th level, the power dissipation is

Pk = (J0Ak)2(Rk/3), (10.17)

Where Ak = Lk × Lk−1, and Rk is the resistance of the k-th metal level. The
total power dissipation is Pk,T = Pk ×Amodule/Ak.

Summing up all the components, we find

Pρ =

K∑
i=0

Pi,TAmodule/Ai (10.18)

Since each gridline reduces the short circuit current by reflecting at least part
of the light incident on it, therefore, one can optimize the total power output by
writing an equation similar to Eq. 1.5. The optimization is considerably simplied
if one requires the power dissiplated at each level to be the same (ensured by
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appropriately increasing the width of the metal lines at each successive levels), so
that for a wafer gridded to the K-th level,

Pρ = KP0,T
Amodule
A0

. (10.19)

so that the problem reduces exactly to that of Eq. 1.5, except that Pρ is increased
by a factor of K, and the Pscribe increased by the addition loss associated with the
increasing width of the successive layers. It will be a good exercise to work out the
optimization problem.

10.7 c-Si mimicks a thin-film cells: the n-cell strategy

Compared to thin-film PV, the c-Si cells has additional loss as electrodes travel
through the network of grids to the exit point of the substrate. The loss increases
with area. Therefore, if the cells are segmented into N-smaller pieces and the edges
of the first grid connected directly to the second cell, then the ribbon loss is con-
siderably reduced , see Fig. 10.9.

Δ𝑀

Δ𝑀

Δ𝑀

Figure 10.9 Halving the cells reduces series resistance loss, but could increase the dead-
area loss between the cells.

Since P1(M) = (J0A1)2R1/3 = (J0AT /M)2R1/3 ∝ 1/M2. Therefore, energy
saved with M splitting equals, M × P2(M) ∼ 1/M . In other word, the ribbon loss
will be cut into half if the c-Si cells are divied into half-cells, a significant saving
over the lifetime of the solar farm. Although the strategy may suggest large M ,
in practice one must optimize for the dead areas between segmented modules, as
follows:

P = C0 − Ps ×M ×N − P0(N − 1)×M × δNLN − (10.20)
LN × δMMP0 − P2(M = 1)/M2

= C0 − C∗1M − C∗2/M2 (10.21)

where N is the number of ribbon per segmented cell, and M is the number of cells
per module, δN is the width of the ribbon, δM is the separation between segmented
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subcells, P0 is the incident sunlight, etc. The first term is the idealized power out-
put, the second term defines the series resistance loss, the third term shadowing
loss due to ribbons, the fourth term reflects the loss between segmented cells, and
the final term is the resistance loss due to ribbon. As before, the loss is mini-
mized for Mopt = (2C∗1/C

∗
2 )

1
3 . The relatively large spacing encourages low M . In

practice, each wafer is divided into 2 or 3 pieces and then arranged in 60 or 72
fragments is sufficient for this purpose.

10.8 More Complex Grids Must be Solved by Computer Simulation

The analytical theory discussed above explains the motivation and defines the
principle of gridding a module. Unlike thin-films, the optimization of c-Si grids
cannot optimized analytically without some additional constraints. Moreover, the
optimization assumes that the two electrodes are placed at the top and the bottom,
respectively. In general, simulators such as Griddler allows one to explore wide
variety of grid geometry and find structure appropriate for a particular applica-
tion.

(a) (b)

Figure 10.10 Numerical simulation tool, such as Griddler, can simulate complex grids.
(a) Grid layout is provided as in input to Griddler, (b) Griddler returns power dissipation
within various regions of the cell.

Some of the modern c-Si technologies are fabricated differently, and therefore
require a different gridding strategy. For example, interdigited backcontact (IBC)
solar cells have both n and p contacts at the back, obviating the question of front-
size gridding and any shading associated with. Two other technologies – emitter
wrap through (EWT) and metal-wrap through (MWT). The goal is both cases is
to eliminate the busbars and to reduce the metal finger to reduce shadowing and
increase the short circuit current.

Homework 10.5: Grid analysis in ‘Griddler2.0’

Download Griddler2.0 from the web to simulate the performance of the fol-
lowing gridding scheme. Consider a c-Si cell with dimensions 156mm by 156
mm.
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The front side has 60 fingers (with 100 um width) and two busbars (width
3 mm). Simulate the system to find the total energy dissipated.

Change the number of fingers to 100, but reduce its width to 60 um. In-
crease the number of busbars to 3, but reduce their width to 2mm each.
The change keeps the amount of metal needed and the shadowing of the
grid essentially the same. Recalculate the performance of the cell.

Redo both the calculations above by with choosing the ”half-cell” option.

Of the three cells simulated, which one would have the lowest loss?

10.9 A summary for gridding principles of c-Si Solar Cells

An optimized grid must balance the energy loss due to shadowing of the
grids (similar to the area lost due to laser-scribing for thin-film solar cells),
the cost/benefit of levels of hierarchical grids, and the shapes and sizes of the
grids themselves.

Analytical solutions exist for rectangular grids, but one must recourse to nu-
merical optimization for more complex grids. Indeed, since the problem can
be recaste into a generalized Poisson problem in 2D, modern theories of com-
plex variables can be used to solve them.

For comparable systems, c-Si has higher resistive losses compared to thin-film
solar cells.

One must optimize for resistivity and transparenty of the front electrodes.
Although the resistive losses can be reduced by heavy doping and wider grid
lines, the optical absortion and the shadowing negate any benefit accured.

10.10 The emerging trends and future of gridding

In addition to intriguing mathematics, the technology of gridding offers many
interesting trends, summarized as follows:

Typical c-Si grids are made of Ag, applied to the electrode surface by screen
printing. Given the cost of Ag (we sometime use them as Jewelery), there
have been efforts to replace Ag by Cu. It remains to be seen if the cost benefit
is significant enough to justify the switch.

A grid overlay approach pre-embeds the grid lines into a thin transparent
polymer host material. And once the solar cell is processed, the film is over-
layed – the process obviates screen printing and provides a better control of
the grid shapes which may reduce the shadowing effects. For example, one
may be able to use circular gridlines to scatter light into the system or use a
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(a) Wireshape reduces shading

(b) Bottom Internal reflection

Glass

Back-sheet

(c)  Isotroic reflectors 

Figure 10.11 Slide11: Stripping improves variability

reflector to trap light in through internal reflection. A grid that does not cast
a shadow – now that is really amazing!

Another recent trend to reduce metallic gridding and the associated shaodw is
to use high conductivity transparent electrodes, such as ITO. Recently, many
groups have reported graphene-wrapped Ag nanowire network as a high-
conductivity substrate that does not require large metal grid. The commerical
adoption of these techniques is not guaranteed, but it is a topic of active re-
search.

Although substantial amount of current flows through the grid, the current
density is typical low so that electromigration is seldom an issue. However,
metallic grid does pose significant reliability challenge. For example, the ex-
posure to moisture that seeps through the polymer encapsulant and the cor-
rosion of metal lines is a more significant concern. We will discuss these reli-
ability of solar cells in Chapter Reliability. Second, broken metal lines or in-
homogeneity in photocurrent causes significant redistribution of current and
increase in resistive losses. For c-Si cells, the inhomogeneity can be addressed
by increasing the number of busbars, for example. For thin-film solar cells,
this includes additional vertical stripes that prevents heavily shunted cells
from being able to contaminate the adjacent regions within the same subcells.

10.11 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the elegant physics of stripping a solar cell
to reduce the series resistance loss and to maximize power output. For mature
techologies (e.g. c-Si, CdTe, etc.), innovation in module shapes, size, and stripping
continue to play an important role. Now the module design is complete, we are
ready to install them in solar farms to harvest the solar energy, the topic of the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 11

SYSTEM INTEGRATION OF SOLAR
MODULES

11.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have discussed how modules are designed maximize
light collection and minimize resistive losses to maximize the output efficiency. In
the simplest case, we would connect this module to run a DC load. However, in
the consumer level, we also have AC loads and other sources of electricity as well.

In this chapter, we will see how a collection of modules are configured along
with additional electrical components to efficiency supply electricity to the con-
sumer loads. The design and configuration various depending on the magnitude
of the system and also possible connectivity to other sources and the power-grid.

11.2 Components of a typical PV system

1. Wafer based solar cells are individually fabricated and then connected in se-
ries to form a module. Thin film cells are monolithically fabricated in a mod-
ule configuration. Several modules then be connected together to form a
panel. These large panels are appropriately tilted, and mounted on fixtures.
DC-DC converters and maximum power point trackers (MPPT) are connected
to the panels for optimal output generation.

2. Depending on the PV-system, the panels may be connected to a storage/bat-
tery through charge controller. The charge controller prevents overcharging
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Figure 11.2 Key components in a PV-connected system.

the battery, and discharging through PV panels at night. We will discuss more
on storage systems in chapter ??.

3. Inverter converts the PV-generated DC power to AC for AC-loads, or when
the system is connected to the grid. After the modules, the inverters are the
second most important component in terms of cost. There are several config-
urations for inverter connection to the PV panels for optimizing output—we
will discuss these later in section 11.4.

11.3 Types of systems

11.3.1 Standalone PV system

Standalone or off-grid systems supply power to loads exclusively from the PV
source.

(a) Standalone without storage: These systems directly connect the DC loads to
the PV source. For example: small devices such as calculators, watches, small
water pumps, medical storage, bus stop lighting, etc., can directly be powered
by a single PV module.

(b) Standalone with a storage: The PV panels can be connected to the battery
(storage) as well as DC loads through a charge controller. AC loads can also
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(a) (b)

Figure 11.3 A standalone PV-powered system (a) with, and (b) without energy storage.

run via inverter connected to the battery. The battery stores energy when the
net load-demand is low and then supplies while PV-output is low, e.g., at
night. Small houses and farms secluded from the main power grid can use
such systems.

11.3.2 Grid connected solar modules

Larger number of PV panel arrays can be directly connected to the grid to con-
tribute to the net grid power. Two types of configurations are of commercial inter-
est:

(a) Home/rooftop and utility installations:
In utility scale grid-connected systems, PV panel arrays are connected to in-
verter and a distribution panel to either supply on site AC loads or contribute
to the power-grid. Unlike standalone systems, these inverters must be syn-
chronized with the AC grid before connection. The distribution panel in this
system is bidirectional so that for large on-site load-demand, power from both
the PV and the grid can be fed to the load. For example, systems with home-
/rooftop installations can allow loads to run on combined PV and grid power
during peak on-site demand when PV power generation is insufficient. At
off-peaks, excess power from the PV panels can be added and sold to the
grid. Site analysis to determine panel tilt, shading from nearby structures are
accounted for before home/rooftop installations.

Utility scale installations, such as at airport parking lots, electric car charging
docks etc., operate in a similar fashion.

(b) Commercial power-grid connected systems
Large area PV panel arrays (solar farms) can work as power plants supplying
to the grid. The first solar power plant Lugo [1] in San Bernardino, California
produced 1MW electricity. The commercial solar farms have come a long way
since then—currently, the largest farms can produce upto GWs of power.

The design of the farm for spacing and tilt of the panel arrays depends on
weather and location—we will discuss these in details in later chapters.
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Figure 11.4 PV system connected to the power-grid.

Figure 11.5 A hybrid power system configured with PV and another source running both
AC and DC loads.

11.3.3 Hybrid connection

The standalone with storage system can be combined with a backup electricity
generation source to form a hybrid system. The Backup source (e.g., diesel, gas,
wind generator, or grid backup) is used to recharge the battery or run the AC loads
when supply from the PV is low.

11.3.4 Microgrids

While standalone with storage systems are good for powering small households,
it may not be appropriate for multiple homes. For locations (e.g., small village)
with no grid connection, a PV plant may be designed with a local power grid and
backup generator to form a ‘micro-grid’ to supply for the local power demand.
The micro grid system should be at a lower cost compared to multiple standalone
systems. The capacity of this system is usually within a few hundred kWs.

11.4 Inverter connection topologies

One of the more important power-electronic component in the PV-system is the
inverter. Typically inverters convert DC electricity to AC. However, the inverters
used in the PV systems in many cases can have MPP tracker built into in. In this
section, we will focus on inverter connection schemes mainly for large array of
panels (roof tops, or solar farms).
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Figure 11.6 A microgrid: PV and another source powering a grid for a small community.

11.4.1 Central inverter

In a large system, many modules are connected in strings to obtain large voltages—
the strings are then connected in parallel. This complete array in then connected
to a ‘central’ inverter. In this configuration, bypass diodes and fuses are used
within the strings and arrays so that the strings which are not operational can be
disconnected from the system. However, the partial power generated from the
operational modules in those disconnected strings cannot be recovered.

11.4.2 Micro inverter

In an extreme case, each module (or a few modules) can be connected to a smaller
inverter. In this configuration, a high number of micro inverters are required and
the associated losses will accumulate. These inverters of course operate at a much
lower voltage compared to central or string inverters. This system has the ben-
efit of disconnecting only the specific modules which are non-operational. With
the development of more efficient inverters, the micro-inverter system is gaining
popularity.

11.4.3 String inverter

This combines the central and micro inverter configuration by allowing inverters
for each string (at ∼1kV). String inverters allows each string to operate at its own
MPP—thus this maybe more efficient than the central inverter configuration.

11.4.4 Inverter with power optimizer

In recent years, power optimizers are being used at each module, before utilizing
string-inverters. The power optimizers (also called module level power electronics—
MLPE) pre-process the DC-electricity at each module, reducing the effect of non-
uniform power among modules, and then send it to the string inverter. Therefore,
this system is highly efficient compared to the string inverter alone. The power op-
timizer works similar to the micro-inverter system, however, this is more afford-
able. Currently, manufacturers are integrating the power optimizer in the modules
to create ‘smart modules thereby lowering installation costs.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Power 

optimizer

Figure 11.7 Inverter topologies for PV-panel arrays: (a) central inverter, (b) micro inverter,
(c) string inverter, and (d) inverter with power optimizer.

11.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have described how a PV-system is coupled to other sources
and the power-grid to the consumer level loads. Depending on the application
and scale of the overall power-system, the PV-system can be configured as a stan-
dalone, or grid connected, or a hybrid system . A micro-grid system is more com-
mon for small communities disconnected from the main power-grid. We have
also briefly discussed the inverter connection schemes in panel arrays (e.g., for
roof tops, or solar farms). In the next two chapters, we will study how panels are
arranged to form solar farms to maximize its power output.
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CHAPTER 12

DESIGN OF SOLAR FARMS

12.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have discussed the configuration of PV-systems, and
its connection to other sources and loads. We will now look into the specifics of
panel installation and method for estimating the corresponding panel or panel-
array output.

As we have discussed in the first chapter, insolation and sun-path depends on
the location on the earth, and the season of the year. In this chapter, we will discuss
a simplified situation assuming east to west sun-path, and only vertical east-west
facing, ground mounted panels. This will exemplify the calculation method for
panel or panel-array (solar farm) output. This can be the basis for extending the
concepts to more complex and realistic farm designs—we will discuss such cases
in the next chapter.

12.2 Basics of Solar Farm Output: simplified case study

Let us assume that the sun moves from East (sunrise) to West (sunset), and there
is no tilt of the sun-path towards North or South. This is depicted in Fig. 12.1(a).
At any time of the day, the position of the sun is characterized by the zenith angle
θZ(t) (or, the elevation angle θe). Note that, θe attains the same values before and
after the noon, i.e., θe is a double valued function of time (or θZ). Therefore, it may
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be easier to see the time progression of incident and collected light as a function of
θZ .

12.2.1 Components of sun’s illumination

Extra-terrestrial illumination. The solar illumination reaching earth’s outer atmo-
sphere (extra-terrestrial) and on earth’s surface are not equal. The extra-terrestrial
illumination is I0 ∼ 1350−1400 W/m2—this can be estimated from sun’s radiation
(i.e., blackbody radiation at ∼6000K) and the distance from the sun to the earth.
This, however, is partially absorbed and scattered before reaching the earth’s sur-
face leading to a beam and diffused component of insolation.

Global illumination. The total sunlight reaching the earth’s surface normal to the
beam direction, i.e., the global illumination can be approximated [1] as IG ∼
c0I0τ

c×AM . Here, τ is the transmittance of the atmosphere, and AM = (1/ cos θZ)
represents the air mass the sunlight has to travel through at a given zenith. c0, c
are fitting parameters. The global insolation on the horizontal plane termed Global
Horizontal Illumination (GHI), IGHI = IG cos θZ , is a more commonly used and
reported value.

Direct and diffused insolation. The GHI is composed of a direct (beam) and a
diffused horizontal illumination (DHI) component:

IGHI = Ib cos θZ + Idiff, (12.1)

where Idiff is the DHI and Ib cos θZ is the beam/direct horizontal insolation. Of-
course, Ib is the direct normal illumination (DNI): beam normal to the sun’s rays.
Example plots for DNI Ib and DHI Idiff as function of time are shown on Fig.
12.1(b). Clearly, insolation is low close to sunrise and sunset—at these times the
illumination is predominantly diffused. The insolation peaks at solar-noon. There
are various databases which provide insolation information (both direct and dif-
fused) for any date, time, and location [2].

12.2.2 Horizontal monofacial panel

We have assumed that the sun moves directly from East to West as shown in Fig.
12.1(a). Using a monofacial solar panel, the best way to collect sunlight would be
to position the panel horizontally on the ground. In this case, we would collect the
same as GHI, i.e.,

I
(mono)
PV = Ib cos θZ + Idiff. (12.2)

12.2.3 Vertical bifacial panel: standalone

Direct insolation collection. A vertically mounted bifacial panel of height h is also
shown in Fig. 12.1(a) facing E-W—it runs infinitely along N-S direction. The front
face (East facing) sees the sun from sunrise till noon. The back face (West facing) of
the panel sees the sun from noon till sunset. The angle the sun’s beam makes with
the normal of the panel is equal to the elevation angle, θe = π/2−θZ . Illumination
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Figure 12.1 The insolation and the panel light collection components are shown as a
function of sun’s zenith angle θZ = [−90, 90]. The angle θZ and time change proportionally
as the day progresses. The results are shown for (a) standalone panel, (b) panel array. The
corresponding panel output can be found by multiplying the light collection with the panel
efficiency.

collected at the front face of the panel is

P
(F )
PV (dir) =

{
h× Ib cos θe, for θZ ≤ 0 (i.e., till noon)
0, for θZ ≥ 0.

(12.3)

Here, P (F )
PV (dir) is the power collected per unit width of the panel (front face). The

solid line in Fig. 12.1(b) shows P (F )
PV (dir) as the day progresses. After the solar-

noon (θZ > 0), the front face will not directly see the sun, and P (F )
PV (dir) = 0 for the

later part of the day. Similarly, the back face shows a mirrored characteristic for
P

(B)
PV (dir) as shown by the dashed line. For the bifacial panel,

P
(bifacial)
PV(dir) = h× Ib cos θe = h× Ib| sin θZ |. (12.4)

Diffused insolation collection. The diffused sunlight is isotropic and covers all
zenith angles [−90, 90]. Therefore, half of the diffused rays angle towards the front
panel-face and half do not travel towards it. Thus, I(F )

PV (diff) = Idiff/2. The back
face also collects half of the diffused light. Therefore, the total diffused light col-
lected:

P
(bifacial)
PV(diff) = h× Idiff (12.5)

Upto this point it does seem like that the bifacial panel would under-perform
compared to the horizontal mono-facial panel, as the direct light collection is lower
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Figure 12.2 (a) Collection of diffused light from sky and ground. (b) We want to find
the view factor from surface-(1) to surface-(2), and (c) Panel shadow on ground from direct
light.

for the vertical bifacial panel. However, the vertical panel has the opportunity to
collect light scattered from the ground (albedo light). We will need to treat the
albedo light originating from diffused and direct insolation separately.

Albedo light collection. Let us assume all the diffused illumination Idiff reaches the
ground, i.e., we neglect the partial shading from the panel. The ground isotropi-
cally scatters the light with albedo RA (reflectance). Similar to the discussion for
the sky-diffused light, only half of the isotropic light (1/2×IdiffRA) will be collected
at the front (or back) face:

P
(F )
PV(Alb:diff) = P

(B)
PV(Alb:diff) = h× 1

2
IdiffRA. (12.6)

Next, to understand the albedo light collection originating from the direct light
we would need to use the concept of view factors.

Homework 12.1: View factor defined

Explain the concept and the calculation procedure of view-factors.

Solution. The concept of view factor allows us to find the fractional diffused
radiation collection from one surface segment to another. View factor is de-
fined as follows:

dFi−j =
diffused energy received by surface j from i

total diffused energy leaving surface i
. (12.7)

Consider the setup shown in Fig. 12.2(b), where light is isotropically scattered
from surface-(1) (reflector; length a) and a fraction of this scattered light is
intercepted by surface-(2) (collector; height h). It can be shown that the view
factor from the reflector to the collector is,

F1−2 =
1

2

(
1 +H −

√
1 +H2

)
(12.8)

=
1

2 cos θ
(sin θ + cos θ − 1) . (12.9)
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Here, H = h/a = tan θ. If light of intensity Iinc is incident on surface-(1) of
reflectance RA, then total diffused emission from the reflector is a × IincRA.
And, by definition of view factor, the diffused light collected by surface-(2) is,

P1−2 = F1−2 × a× IincRA

= F1−2 ×
h

tan θ
× IincRA

= hIincRA ×
1

2

(
1− tan

θ

2

)
(12.10)

= hIincRA × F2−1. (12.11)

Let us first consider a case where there is no shading on the ground from the
direct beam and the panel. Therefore, just as in the case of albedo from the sky-
diffused light, the power collected at panel front-face is:

P
(F )
noShade = h× 1

2
IdirRA. (12.12)

Here, Idir = Ib cos θZ is the direct insolation on the horizontal surface—which of
course changes as the day progresses. In the afternoon, as the sun moves towards
the West side, we expect shading near the front face of the panel (as shown in Fig.
12.2(c)). How much albedo light contribution do we loose due to a shade of length
s? We immediately get the answer from equ. (12.11) by setting s, θe, Idir in place
of a, θ, Iinc:

P
(F )
lost = hIdirRA ×

1

2

(
1− tan

θe
2

)
.

The net direct beam activated albedo light collection in the front-face is therefore:

P
(F )
Alb-afternoon = P

(F )
noShade − P

(F )
lost = h× 1

2
IdirRA tan

θe
2
. (12.13)

Finally,

P
(F )
PV(Alb:dir) =

{
h× 1

2IdirRA, for θZ ≤ 0 (i.e., till noon)
h× 1

2IdirRA tan θe
2 , for θZ ≥ 0.

(12.14)

The net albedo light contribution on the front-face (P (F )
PV(Alb) = P

(F )
PV(Alb:dir)+P

(F )
PV(Alb:diff))

is shown by the solid line in Fig. 12.1(d). For the back-face, P (B)
PV(Alb:dir) just the

flipped version around noon, i.e.,

P
(B)
PV(Alb:dir) =

{
h× 1

2IdirRA tan θe
2 , for θZ ≤ 0 (i.e., till noon)

h× 1
2IdirRA, for θZ ≥ 0.

(12.15)
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By adding the previous two equations, we find,

P
(F )
PV(Alb:dir) + P

(B)
PV(Alb:dir) =

{
h× 1

2IdirRA + h× 1
2IdirRA tan θe

2 for θZ ≤ 0

h× 1
2IdirRA tan θe

2 + h× 1
2IdirRA for θZ ≥ 0.

(12.16)

= h× 1

2
IdirRA + h× 1

2
IdirRA tan

θe
2
, for all θZ (12.17)

The overall albedo light collection by the bifacial panel is,

P
(bifacial)
PV(Alb) =

[
P

(F )
PV(Alb:diff) + P

(B)
PV(Alb:diff)

]
+
[
P

(F )
PV(Alb:dir) + P

(B)
PV(Alb:dir)

]
=
[
h× IdiffRA

]
+ h× 1

2
IdirRA

[
1 + tan

θe
2

]
= h× IdiffRA + h× 1

2
IdirRA

[
1 + tan

(
π

4
− |θZ |

2

)]
(12.18)

Remember that, Idir = Ib cos θZ = Ib sin θe.

Total light collection Finally, we can write the total light collection by the stan-
dalone bifacial panel as,

P
(bifacial)
PV = P

(bifacial)
PV(dir) + P

(bifacial)
PV(diff) + P

(bifacial)
PV(Alb)

= h× Ib cos θe + h× Idiff + h× IdiffRA + h× 1

2
IdirRA

[
1 + tan

θe
2

]
= h× Ib

[
cos θe +

1

2
sin θeRA

(
1 + tan

θe
2

)]
+ h× Idiff(1 +RA) (12.19)

Remember: θe = π/2 − |θZ |. The total bifacial collection is shown in Fig. 12.1(e).
With a panel efficiency of η, the energy output from the panel would be = η ×
P

(bifacial)
PV .

12.2.4 Vertical bifacial panels: array

Now, consider the vertical bifacial panels of height h are arranged in an array
with a period of p as shown in Fig. 12.3(a). Similar to the previously discussed
standalone case, each of the panels face E-W and run infinitely along N-S direction.

Direct insolation collection. Due to the array configuration, front-face of a panel is
partially illuminated (partially shadowed) until the sun elevation θe reaches θp =
tan−1(h/p). For example, in Fig. 12.3(c), we show θe < θp. In such a case, the
bottom part of the panel is shadowed as illustrated in Fig. 12.3(d). As discussed
in chapter ??, partial shading in conventional panels can cause excessive heating
and degrade the lifetime. Therefore, we assume the panels are turned off while
there is shading—the panels operate only when θe > θp. Similar situation occurs
for the back-face of the panel before sunset. The non-operating conditions are
shown as gray-shaded region in Fig. 12.3(a). The operating time of the arrays are
in a narrower range of θe (i.e., shorter time span) when the panels are positioned
closer—compare Figs. 12.3(a) and (b).
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Figure 12.3 (a) Mutual shading of panels for different part of the day. There is no shade
on the panel for θe > θp. Increased and reduced shading times with shorter and longer
array-period p in (b) and (c) respectively. (d) A partially shaded panel.

[NOTE: there is always diffused light.... even when θe < θp. None of the cells
would go into reverse breakdown in such cases—especially when diffused part
is high with less clear sky. Then WHY should we keep the panels turned off?
Inverter issues??]

The collection of direct illumination throughout the day by a bifacial panel in
the array is the same as before:

P
(b-array)
PV(dir) = h× Ib cos θe = h× Ib| sin θZ |, (12.20)

within the time range θe > θp. This truncated plot is shown in Fig. 12.1(ii)(c).

Diffused insolation collection. Ideally, when the panels are far apart, we have ex-
plained earlier (for the standalone case) that half of the diffused rays angle towards
the front-face of the panel. These rays cover zenith angle range of [−π/2, 0]. How-
ever, a fraction of these angles are obstructed/shaded when the panels are close
in array-form—this has been by the shaded quarter circles in Fig. 12.4(a). From
this illustration, we can see that the top portion of the vertical panel receives more
diffused light than the bottom. We assume here that the net current from the panel
is limited by the cell with least light collection, i.e., the one at the bottom. The
bottom cell only collects light from the zenith angle range of [−(π/2− θp), 0]. This
means the front face of the panel receives only (1/2)(1− sin θp) fraction of the net
diffused light within [−π/2, π/2]. The same is true for the back-face. Thus,

P (F)
PV(diff) = P (B)

PV(diff) = h× Idiff ×
1

2
(1− sin θp) (12.21)

And, the total diffused insolation collection:

P
(b-array)
PV(diff) = P (F)

PV(diff) + P (B)
PV(diff) = h× Idiff × (1− sin θp) (12.22)
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Homework 12.2: Calculating viewfactor of a bifacial module

The view-factor from a point at height z on any face of the vertical panel (in
the array) to the sky is Fdz−sky = 1/2× (1− sinψ(z)). Here ψ(z) = (h− z)/p
is the masking angle of the diffused light (see Fig. 12.4(a)).

1. Find the total view-factor Fh−sky = 1/h×
∫ h

0
Fdz−skydz.

2. Use this to find the the total diffused light collection onto the panel. How
does it compare to diffused light PPV(diff) collected at the bottom of the
panel?

Solution. Fh−sky = 1/h ×
∫ h

0
Fdz−skydz = 1/2 × (1 − tan θp/2). Therefore,

h I
(F )
PV (diff) = hIdiff (1− tan θp/2)/2.

Note that, the corresponding power generated is limited by the collection at
the bottom cell of the panel (due to series connection):

collection(F )

P
(F )
PV(diff)

=
1− tan θp/2

1− sin θp
≥ 1 (12.23)

This loss of power can be partially recovered by using bypass diodes and DC-
DC converters.

Albedo light collection. Let us first describe the effect of diffused insolation on
albedo. As explained in the preceding discussion, there is a fractional-shadowing
or masking of the diffused light reaching the panel. A similar scenario is true
for diffused light reaching the ground. And, depending on the position between
the panels, the amount of diffused sunlight reaching the ground is different. For
example, as shown in Fig. 12.4(b), the masking angles are different at x1 and x2.

𝜃𝑝
𝑥1 𝑥2

𝜃1 𝜃2

𝑥

𝑝

ℎ

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12.4 (a) Partial masking of DHI on a face of the panel. (b), (c) Partial masking of
DHI on the ground. The fractional DHI reaching the ground is a source for albedo light.
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Figure 12.5 Shading on ground (a) before noon, and (b) after noon.

Consider a position x between adjacent panels, as in Fig. 12.4(c). The masking
angles from the two panels are:

θ1(x) = tan−1 h

x
and, θ2(x) = tan−1 h

p− x
. (12.24)

The average masking angles can be written as,

θ̄1 =
1

p

∫ p

0

θ1(x) dx (12.25)

= θp +
ln(csc θp)

cot θp
. (12.26)

Due to symmetry: θ̄1 = θ̄2. The average diffused insolation reaching the ground
is,

IGnd:diff = Idiff ×
1

2
(cos θ̄1 + cos θ̄2) = Idiff × cos θ̄1. (12.27)

Note that θ̄1 is constant throughout the day, and IGnd:diff is proportional to Idiff.
Now, IGnd:diff can be the diffused light source for the front (or back) face of the
panel. Using Eq. (12.11), we can find the albedo light collection originating from
diffused insolation on the front (or back) face of the panel:

P
(F )
PV(Alb:diff) = P

(B)
PV(Alb:diff) = hIGnd:diffRA ×

1

2

(
1− tan

θp
2

)
(12.28)

= hIdiff cos θ̄1RA ×
1

2

(
1− tan

θp
2

)
. (12.29)

Next, we can focus on albedo from the direct insolation. In the morning (i.e.,
θZ < π/2), the shading on the ground will be configured as shown in Fig. 12.5(a).
The shade length s1 is equal to the period p (i.e., ground fully shaded for the beam
component) when the array is turned on at θe = θp. The shade goes away (s1 = 0)
at noon. At any time of the day, we can define the unshaded length (p − s1) in
terms of the angle θ∗1 (see Fig. 12.5(a)):

θ∗1 = cot−1

(
p− s1

h

)
= cot−1 (cot θp − cot θe) . (12.30)
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Assuming the unshaded region as the reflector, and the front face as the collector,
we use Eq. (12.11) to write,

morning: P (F )
PV(Alb:dir) = hIdirRA ×

1

2

(
1− tan

θ∗1
2

)
. (12.31)

In the afternoon, shading from direct light is adjacent to the front face, Fig. 12.5(b).
We can write:

P
(F )
noShade = hIdirRA ×

1

2

(
1− tan

θp
2

)
(12.32)

P
(F )
lost = hIdirRA ×

1

2

(
1− tan

θ∗2
2

)
. (12.33)

Here, P (F )
noShade is assuming the ground is unshaded. And, P (F )

lost corresponds to
albedo light lost to the shading. Therefore,

afternoon: P (F )
PV(Alb:dir) = P

(F )
noShade − P

(F )
lost (12.34)

= hIdirRA ×
1

2

(
tan

θe
2
− tan

θp
2

)
. (12.35)

Here, we have used θ∗2 = θe as shown in Fig. 12.5(b). And, of course, as mentioned
earlier, the array is turned off for θe < θp. We can now summarize the morning
and afternoon components of P (F )

PV(Alb:dir) as follows:

P
(F )
PV(Alb:dir) =

hIdirRA × 1
2

(
1− tan

θ∗1
2

)
, for θZ ≤ 0 (i.e., till noon)

hIdirRA × 1
2

(
tan θe

2 − tan
θp
2

)
, for θZ ≥ 0.

(12.36)

The net albedo light contribution on the front-face (P (F )
PV(Alb) = P

(F )
PV(Alb:dir)+P

(F )
PV(Alb:diff))

is shown by the solid line in Fig. 12.1(ii)(d). For the back-face, P (B)
PV(Alb:dir) just the

flipped version around noon:

P
(B)
PV(Alb:dir) =

hIdirRA × 1
2

(
tan θe

2 − tan
θp
2

)
, for θZ ≤ 0 (i.e., till noon)

hIdirRA × 1
2

(
1− tan

θ∗1
2

)
for θZ ≥ 0.

(12.37)

And, the net albedo from direct light is,

P
(F )
PV(Alb:dir) + P

(B)
PV(Alb:dir) =

h×
1
2IdirRA

(
1− tan

θ∗1
2 + tan θe

2 − tan
θp
2

)
for θZ ≤ 0

h× 1
2IdirRA

(
1− tan

θ∗1
2 + tan θe

2 − tan
θp
2

)
for θZ ≥ 0.

= h× 1

2
IdirRA

(
1− tan

θ∗1
2

+ tan
θe
2
− tan

θp
2

)
, for all θZ

(12.38)

The overall albedo light collection by the bifacial panel is,

P
(bifacial)
PV(Alb) =

[
P

(F )
PV(Alb:diff) + P

(B)
PV(Alb:diff)

]
+
[
P

(F )
PV(Alb:dir) + P

(B)
PV(Alb:dir)

]
= hIdiffRA cos θ̄1

(
1− tan

θp
2

)
+ h× 1

2
IdirRA

(
1− tan

θ∗1
2

+ tan
θe
2
− tan

θp
2

)
(12.39)
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Remember that, Idir = Ib cos θZ = Ib sin θe.

Homework 12.3: Light collection by an vertically elevated panel

Calculate the view-factors and light-collection by a bifacial module which is
elevated at a height h from the ground.

Solution. Let us first introduce the ‘cross-string’ method for calculating the
view factor. For infinitely long surfaces (along one dimension), we can calcu-
late the view factor from Ai to Aj as follows:

FAi-Aj =

∑
cross string−

∑
uncross string

2× string on surface i
(12.40)
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Now consider a single horizontal panel elevated at y0 illuminated by sunlight
at normal angle. The shadow will be directly below the panel. The back-
face essentially can see the full ground, thus the view factor: FPV-Gnd0 = 1.
Of course, we would need to subtract out the contribution from the shaded
region. View factor from back-face to the shaded ground can be calculated
using the cross-string method:

FPV-ShGnd =
(lc + lc)− (y0 + y0)

2h
=

√
h2 + y2

0 − y0

h
. (12.41)

And, the view-factor from the panel back to the illuminated ground is:

FPV-LGnd = FPV-Gnd0 − FPV-ShGnd =
h+ y0 −

√
h2 + y2

0

h
. (12.42)

Finally, the corresponding albedo collection is: IAlb = h × RAIb × FPV-LGnd.
Observe that, when the panel is touching the ground, no albedo light reaches
the back-face (set y0 = 0 and check). FPV-LGnd reaches 0.5 for y0/h = 0.75 and
saturates to 1 for very high elevations.
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Total light collection. Finally, we can write the total light collection by the stan-
dalone bifacial panel as,

P
(bifacial)
PV = P

(bifacial)
PV(dir) + P

(bifacial)
PV(diff) + P

(bifacial)
PV(Alb)

= h× Ib cos θe + h× Idiff(1− sin θp) + hIdiffRA cos θ̄1

(
1− tan

θp
2

)
+ h× 1

2
IdirRA

(
1− tan

θ∗1
2

+ tan
θe
2
− tan

θp
2

)
(12.43)

The array is turned off for θe < θp. Remember: θe = π/2 − |θZ |. The total bifacial
collection is shown in Fig. 12.1(ii)(e).

Homework 12.4: Vertical bifacial solar farm on Mars and Earth

1. The formulation shown here does not specifically mention that the farm
in on Earth! If we want to do some calculations for a vertical BPV farm on
Mars, should there be any simplifications? [Hint: we should expect very
little diffused light on Mars]

2. Compare the farm output on Mars versus Earth at noon. Consider only
direct sunlight, and revisit chapter 1 to find the difference in solar irradi-
ance on Mars versus Earth.

3. Earth and Mars have 24-hrs and 25-hrs day respectively. Assume that
sunlight is available for 8-hrs and 9-hrs respectively. Estimate the farm
output per day on these two planets.

12.2.5 Energy output of the panel and farm

The daily energy output can be found by integrating η × P (bifacial)
PV (or η × P (mono)

PV )
over the hours of the day. Here, η is the conversion efficiency of the panels. We
have also assumed sunrise and sunset at 6am and 6pm respectively. The daily
energy output per panel from a vertical bifacial panel array as a function of the
period p is shown by blue solid line in Fig. 12.6(a). Here, we have set h = 1 m,
η = 20%, RA = 0.5. The red dashed line shows the output from a similar sized
monofacial panel (lying flat on the ground). When the period (or, p/h) is small, the
vertical bifacial panels tend to collect very little due to shading between adjacent
panels. For very large period, the vertical bifacial panel yields more compared to
a single monofacial panel. This situation, with a very large period corresponds to
the standalone case discussed on section 12.2.3.

Now, in case of an array of panels (solar farm), we also need to find the energy
output per farm area—this can be found by integrating (1/p) × η × P (bifacial)

PV over
the hours of the day, see Fig. 12.6(b). As we can see, the vertical bifacial solar farm
(blue solid line) has maximum output per land area when p/h ≈ 1. The output
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Figure 12.6 Output (a) per panel, and (b) per farm area for monofacial (red dashed lines)
and vertical bifacial (blue line) panel array as a function of normalized period.

per land area from the monofacial farm (panels flat on the ground) is shown by
the red dashed lines. It seems like the output from the monofacial farm is factor
of 2 compared to the vertical bifacial farm. However, in reality the sun-path tilted
based on latitude, and is not directly from east to west. As we will show in the
next chapter, from a global perspective, the vertical bifacial farm can have higher
yield compared to monofacial farm in many places on earth.

12.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have formulated panel and farm output for E-W facing verti-
cal panels—we assumed the sun moves directly from east to west. For this sun-
path, the monofacial panel should be set up horizontally on the ground, thereby
collecting the GHI. A standalone vertical bifacial panel can collect more than the
monofacial with the help of albedo from a large surrounding ground (assuming
high RA). In an array setup, mutual shading among vertical panels significantly
degrade the output compared to horizontal monofacial panels.

In a more realistic scenario, the sun-path is tilted from the E-W path depending
on the latitude. Thus the monofacial panels need to be tilted towards the sun, and
mutual shading starts contribute to losses. In the next chapter, we will discuss the
practical configurations for monofacial and bifacial panel arrays (farms) consid-
ering the actual sun-path and meteorological variations in insolation for different
locations.

Homework 12.5: Output of tilted panels

In problem 12.2, we have considered an array of vertically aligned panels.
Now consider an array of panels tilted at angle β with the ground. With a row
spacing of r, the period is p = r + cosβ.
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1. What is the view factor of dl on front face at position l along the panel
(l = 0 is ground position) to sky (Fdl−sky)? [Hint: As discussed earlier in
the text, view factor from a strip dl onto region A subtended by angles φ1

and φ2 (angles measured normal to dl) is Fdl−A = 1/2× (sinφ2− sinφ1).]

2. Find the total view-factor Fh−sky = 1/h×
∫ h

0
Fdl−skydl.

3. Use this to find the the total diffused light collection onto the panel.

Repeat the calculations for the back face.
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CHAPTER 13

SOLAR FARMS: PRACTICAL
PERSPECTIVES

13.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have discussed the basic formulation and analysis of
a solar farm. We assumed a fi fixed insolation (GHI), and a sun-trajectory that
moves directly overhead from east to west. In practice, as we have discussed in
Chapter ??, the insolation depends sensitively on the latitude, season, and weather.
In this chapter, we will discuss various farm configurations and their yield while
considering practical sun path, and meteorological insolation data.

13.2 Global insolation

For standard testing of solar cells and panels, we assume the spectrum AM1.5G
which corresponds to 1 kW/m2 of radiation power from the sun. However, in
practice, the insolation varies from sunrise to sunset. As discussed in Chapter 1,
the daily insolation also has seasonal variations. And, of-course, the sunlight in-
tensity scales down as we move from the equator towards higher latitudes. The
annual integrated insolation (global horizontal illumination, GHI) map is shown
in Fig. 13.1(a).The yearly integrated GHI averaged over longitudes is also shown
as a function of latitudes in Fig. 13.1(b). As expected, the annual insolation de-
creases away from the equator. However, observe that there is some change in
insolation over the same latitude (see the map in FIg. 13.1(a))—this is due to vari-
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ation in average clearness of the sky at different locations. The monthly or sea-
sonal insolation variation can be understood from Fig. 13.1(c). From March to
September, the northern hemisphere is tilted towards the sun–that is why we ex-
pect higher insolation on the northern hemisphere (latitudes> 0◦ in Fig. 13.1(c)) in
July. Similarly, southern hemisphere has higher insolation in November. The earth
reached equinox (both poles are same distance from sun) in March and September.
That is why, for example, in March, the insolation versus latitude is approximately
symmetric around the equator.
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Figure 13.1 (a) Yearly integrated insolation (GHI) map. (b) The yearly integrated GHI
in (a) is averaged over longitudes and presented versus latitudes. (c) Monthly variation in
insolation is shown.

While designing for a solar farm, we must first consider the location—this will
define the tilt of the sun (sun-path), and the yearly insolation. For example, the
sun paths at latitudes 30◦N and 60◦N in July are compared in Fig. 13.2(a). The
sun path will change through the seasons as shown for 30◦N in Fig. 13.1(b). The
sun-paths will constraint the optimal tilt of the panel at a given latitude. Then an
overall analysis based on the hourly and seasonal change in illumination defines
the optimum spacing between rows of panels in the farm.

Homework 13.1: Estimating the size of a solar farm

What is the size of a solar farm to produce a specific output power, Pfarm,
based on per module output power, Pmodule?

Solution. An unit cell has a spacing ∆ = D + L× cos(θpanel)
Area per unit cell Acell = L × ∆ = L2(cos(θpanel)+ sin(θpanel) ×
cos(θazimuth)/tan(θaltitude))

Size of a solar farm = Number of modules×Acell = (
Pfarm
Pmodule

)×Acell
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13.3 Monofacial panel farm: optimized for minimum shading

Monofacial panels collect light from one, transparent face of the panel—this is the
more conventional configuration, widely available from the different solar panel
manufacturers. Ideally, we would want the panel array to face the sun for maxi-
mum sunlight collection. At latitude L◦, the optimum tilt of the monofacial panels
β◦ can be estimated as follows [1]:

β = 0.69|L|+ 3.7◦. (13.1)

The optimum tilt β has been shown versus latitude in Fig. 13.3(a). In the northern
hemisphere, the sun-path is inclined towards the south; therefore, the tilted panels
face the south. Similarly, the panels face the north in the southern hemisphere.

Summer sun zenith (noon): 𝜃𝑍𝑠
Winter sun zenith (noon): 𝜃𝑍𝑤
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Figure 13.2 (a) Variation in sun path with latitude in July. (b) Seasonal variation in
sun path at 30◦N. (c) Tilted panel array configuration and relevant design parameters are
defined here.

Next, to define the farm configuration, we need to find the row spacing in the
array. In this section we assume the following, conventional constraint for the
design: the annual energy loss due to row-to-row shading is within 5%. The noon-
time shadow is the longest in winter when the sun’s zenith is θZw = (|L|+ 23.5◦),
see Fig. 13.2. For a panel width h, the apparent height is hy = h sinβ, and the
corresponding shadow length ‘beyond panel edge’ gs will approximately define
the row spacing rs. Therefore,

rs = gs = hy tan θZw, (13.2)

and thus the period is p = rs + h cosβ. The set-back-ratio (SBR) is,

SBR =
rs
hy

= tan θZw. (13.3)

These estimates for period p, row-spacing rs, and SBR are shown by the dashed
lines in Fig. 13.3(a). Here, we assume h = 1.5m. Of course, shadow is longer in
the morning (or afternoon) compared to noon. However, sunlight contribution is
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small in the early or late part of the winter-day. That is why the numerically cal-
culated values of p, rs, SBR (dots) are slightly larger than the analytical estimates
(dashed lines) as shown in Fig. 13.3(a). The < 5% shadow loss constraint results
in an unreasonable large row-spacing beyond 60◦ latitude—therefore, we will not
consider the results for those regions.

Finally, the annual energy production of the designed monofacial solar farm is
shown in Fig. 13.3(b). The assumed panel efficiency is 18%. One would primarily
assume that energy production in higher closer to equator due to higher annual
insolation. A more detailed inspection of Fig. 13.1(a) and Fig. 13.3(b) indicates
that, the overall farm efficiency is∼ 15−16% close to equator. Around 45◦ latitude,
the overall farm efficiency is ∼ 10% as the panels are more spaced apart.

Homework 13.2: Monofacial farm yearly output

Consider the monofacial panel array (farm) design principles discussed in
this section (with no shadow throughout the year): we know how to find
panel tilt β and row spacing rs as a function of latitude L. We can find the
average illumination as a function of L from Fig. 13.1(b). Find the average
farm output per land area at latitude L = 30◦.

Solution. Assume only direct sunlight Ib. In winter, average sun zenith is
θZw, and the rays make (θZw−β) angle with the normal of the panel resulting
in collection Ib cos(θZw − β) per panel area. Therefore, the corresponding PV
output per land area is,

I
(w)
PV = ηIb cos(θZw − β)× h

p
.

Similarly, for summer:

I
(s)
PV = ηIb cos(θZs − β)× h

p
.

Also, remember that, p = rs + h cosβ is related to θZw to avoid shading be-
tween panels. Thus, with some algebra:

h

p
=

1

sinβ tan θZw + cosβ
. (13.4)

Assume that, 50% of the time is winter and 50% is summer in the year:

I (Year)
PV =

1

2

[
I (s)
PV + I (w)

PV

]
.

We now have all relevant equations to find yearly farm output. At L = 30◦,
we have β = 24.5◦, θZw = 53.5◦, θZs = 6.5◦, and Ib ≈ Yearly-GHI = 1800kW-
hr/m2. Thus, I (Year)

PV ≈ 200.5kW-hr/m2, which is very close to the values esti-
mated by numerical modeling.
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Homework 13.3: Latitude-dependent tilt of solar modules

The equator is tilted by 23◦ with respect to the solar plane containing the sun
and Earth. Had it not been tilted, show that the modules must be tilted by an
angle equal the latitude of the solar farm, namely, θmodule = θlat. In practice,
θmodule = θlat+10 degrees.

Solution. Consider the following figure carefully to answer the question.

Summer sun zenith (noon): 𝜃𝑍𝑠
Winter sun zenith (noon): 𝜃𝑍𝑤
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The modules of a solar farm is separated to avoiding shadowing of one mod-
ule by the other. A certain amount of shadow is unavailable, but since we
wish to reduce it to a minimum. An empirical rule separates the panels in
a way that avoids shadowing at 9am and 3pm on Dec. 21 (For the Northern
Hemisphere). For a south-facing panel, the shadows will be the longest at that
time. First, show that
H = X = L× sin(θmodule) ∼ L× sin(θlatitude)
D = Y = Hcos(θazimuth)/tan(θaltitude)
Show that for a south facing panel at latitude of 35 degrees, D=2.3H.
D =L× sin(θlatitude)× cos(θazimuth)/tan(θaltitude)
Use the following simple calculator to determine the azimuthal and Zenith
angles. http://www.solartopo.com/solar-orbit.htm
For example, at 3pm on Dec. 21st, the Zenith angle is 23.5 and Azimuth is 200
degrees. The latidue is 40.426 north, and longitude is 86.91 west.
Therefore, the module tilt angle is 40.426+10= 50.426 degrees, approximately.
Also, D/H = cos(200◦)/ tan(23.5◦) = 2.16
Madras (Zenith=19.28 and Azimuth= -239.09 starting from North through
East) and at 3pm (Zenith = 44.64 and Azimuth=-143.56). Latitude is 12.99
and longitude is 80.23 degrees.
Here the module tilt angle is 12.99+10=22.99 degrees.
At 9am, D/H = cos(−239.09◦)/ tan(19.28◦) = 1.47
At 3pm, D/H = cos(−143.56◦)/ tan(44.64◦) = 0.81

13.4 Monofacial panel farm: maximized farm output

In this section, we consider optimization of the monofacial farm by maximizing
the yearly energy output per land area. First, the panel tilt angle is determined by
the average sun-inclination at the specific location/latitude—therefore, we use the

http://www.solartopo.com/solar-orbit.htm
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Figure 13.3 (a) Panel tilt, row spacing, period, and SBR shown as a function of latitude.
The design assumes a ≤ 5% yearly shading loss constraint. (b) The corresponding yearly
yield map of monofacial solar farm.

formula in Eq. (13.1). The period (or, row spacing) is found that maximizes annual
output, see Fig. 13.4(a). Interestingly, up to latitude 35◦, the output-optimized
array period is approximately the same as that found for the ‘5% shadow loss
constraint’ design in the previous section. Therefore, the annual output is the same
as before up to latitude 35◦.

At higher latitude, for example in Washington DC, the optimization results in
panel spacing such that the output is maximized per land area although: (i) the re-
duced row spacing results in more shading losses, and (ii) the farm does not have
output for 3 months during the winter. It maybe undesirable to have no output
for several months, even if the annual yield may be maximum. Therefore, lati-
tude > 35◦, there may be a trade-off design between the ‘shadow loss constraint’
and ‘annual output maximization’ depending on the energy demand and storage
options in the location of interest.

13.5 Bifacial panel farm: vertically aligned

Periodic cleaning of the panels in the farm can also contribute to the electricity
production cost. A recent study shows that vertical panels have low dust accu-
mulation while having yield similar to conventional tilted panels [2]. That is why
vertically aligned panel arrays are of particular interest. However, for vertical pan-
els, we would want the provision of sunlight collection from both the panel faces.
As we have explained in Chapter-??, vertical bifacial panels are alingned to face
East-West direction. In this section, we will discuss the practical design consider-
ations and global annual output of the vertical bifacial farm. Of course, vertical
alignment of panels is not optimum for all locations—ultimately, as we will dis-
cuss in the next section, a tilted bifacial design should yield in maximum output
closer to the equators.

During mornings and afternoons, mutual shadowing makes the illumination
over the panel spatially non-uniform, with the lower part of the panel receiving
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Figure 13.4 (a) Panel tilt, row spacing, period, and SBR shown as a function of latitude.
The design maximizes yearly output for each location. (b) The corresponding yearly yield
map of monofacial solar farm.

less light than the top. For a panel constructed from a set of series connected cells,
bypass diodes are placed across different sub-sections of the series-string to avoid
reverse breakdown of the shaded cells.

Due to the array configuration, front-face of a panel is partially illuminated
(partially shadowed) in the early part of the day. For example, the bottom part of
the panel is shaded when sun’s elevation is low. In this situation, the bypass diode
will turn-off the bottom string of the panel, thereby limiting the output from only
the top part of the panel. Similar situation occurs for the back-face of the panel
before sunset.

When the panels are packed close (i.e., small p), the panels on the farm have
bypass-diode limited operation for a long period of each day—this greatly reduces
power generation compared to light collection. Again, at large p, the output of
each panel saturates (to “standalone” panel limit), and thus the farm output per
unit area will decrease with increasing p. Therefore, there is an optimum p for
which the power output per land area is maximized. The optimum p scales propor-
tionally with h, i.e., universality of the design holds for the p/h ratio. The optimum
p/h as a function of latitude is shown in Fig. 13.5(a)—the spread in the data is due
to the small variations along the longitudes. Optimum p/h ∼ 0.8 is close to equa-
tor, and begins to increase above 30◦ latitude. The optimum p/h is within 0.8-1 for
most of the locations in the world.

We can now look into the global optimization and yield of the vertical bifacial
solar farm. We assume a constant ground reflectance of 0.5. As explained earlier,
we expect decrease in GHI and output for increasing latitudes. And, there are
variation in design and output along the longitudes due to meteorological vari-
ations. The global yearly yield and the corresponding optimum p/h is shown in
Fig. 13.5. We observe higher output in north Africa and Saudi Arabia compared
to India and China due to clearer sky (i.e., higher k̄T ) and higher GHI.

Close to equator, the monofacial panels are optimally tilted parallel to the ground,
and the optimal row spacing is close to zero. Close to equator, therefore, monofa-
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Figure 13.5 (a) Optimum p/h with varying latitude shown for east-west facing vertical
bifacial solar farm. (b) The yearly maximum yield of the optimized vertical bifacial farm is
shown.

cial panels collect the GHI fully, yielding the maximum output for any farm con-
figuration. In these locations, in absence of any soiling considerations, this energy
output is twice as large compared to a vertical bifacial farm. The advantage of
monofacial farms decreases at higher latitude. At latitudes > 60◦, the sun-path is
highly tilted. This result in prominent shading on adjacent South-facing monofa-
cial panels. The shadows towards the East or West are relatively shorter; therefore,
the East-West facing vertical bifacial panels incur lower shading loss. The bifacial
panels allows the vertical farm to collect more energy both from the sky and the
ground compared to the optimally (and highly) tilted monofacial panel array. In
these locations at high latitudes, the bifacial farm produces significantly more en-
ergy than monofacial farms. This is observed once we compare the maps in Fig.
13.4(b) and Fig. 13.5(b). Finally, even close to the equator, vertical farms could still
be attractive if cleaning cost (e.g. water, labor), etc. are high and overall reduc-
tion in temperature improved farm operating lifetime. Of course a levelized cost
of electricity (LCOE) based optimization is essential the accurately quantify the
possible gain in utilizing the vertical bifacial farm.

13.6 Bifacial panel farm: south-facing tilted panel

From the discussions in the previous section, we now understand that the east-
west facing, vertical bifacial panel array configuration is not optimum. In this sec-
tion we assume the bifacial panels are south/north facing and tilted at the same
angle as the monofacial panels. Interestingly, the panel spacing optimizes to val-
ues similar to monofacial case shown in Fig. 13.4(a). This results in the tilted bifa-
cial farm output map shown in Fig. 13.6(b). Closer to equator, the row spacing is
small and there is very little light reflected from the ground—thus, the monofacial
and the tilted bifacial farms have similar annual yield. However, with increased
row spacing at higher latitudes, there is more opportunity for the bifacial to utilize
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albedo. For latitudes > 30◦, the tilted bifacial farm yields > 10% extra annually
compared to the monofacial farm, see Fig. 13.6(a).
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Figure 13.6 The yearly output of south-facing tilted, optimally spaced bifacial panel array
is shown in (b). The result is compared to optimum monofacial farm output in (a).

13.7 Bifacial panel farm: landscaping

The bifacial panels have the advantage of using ground reflection more effectively
than monofacial panels. If a low-cost approach could increase the power-output
by 20-30%, it is conceivable that bifacial solar cell may outperform the monofacial
cells over the entire world. One possible approach is to pattern a highly reflective
ground to maximize albedo collection on the bifacial panels. To test the hypoth-
esis regarding the bifacial farm, one needs to answer the following questions: (1)
what is the optimum orientation of bifacial panel array, (2) as the bifacial panels
partially utilize light scattered from the ground, how can we shape the ground
for maximum bifacial yield, (3) what is the optimum tilt to minimize soiling while
maintaining high output? These answers will quantify the gain in output and
lowered LCOE of bifacial panels assisting in rapid expansion in market.

For example, consider ground-sculpted vertical bifacial (GvBF) solar farms.
This is essentially an ‘upgraded’ version of the vertical bifacial (vBF) farm for
higher albedo collection. In such a case, there are additional mutual shading con-
siderations. Consider the example where the ground has been sculpted as a sim-
ple upward triangle, as in Fig. 13.7(a)(i). For DHI incident on panels, we must
account for diffused light shading among the panels (Fig. 13.7(c)) and the ground
(Fig. 13.7(d)). The insolation model must also track the hourly sun-path to find
the shadow cast on the ground for DNI (direct light). Such shadings are shown for
two cases before noon in Figs. 13.7(e,f). Appropriate view factors are used to cal-
culate the collection of light on both the panel faces reflected from the illuminated
portions of the ground (both direct and diffused sunlight).

Consider farm output at latitude 40◦N for all longitudes. Fig. 13.7(h) compares
the annual yield of the farms (monofacial, vBF, GvBF) as a function of annual mean
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clearness index. High clearness index kT indicates a clear sky; therefore, GHI is
high and DNI has stronger contribution than DHI. As indicated by the top panel in
Fig. 13.7(h), most locations have kT < 0.6. The red dashed line shows the output
of vBF with albedo RA = 0.3 (typical for grass). The yield is improved for vBF:
RA = 0.5, and further increased for GvBF, RA = 0.5 with patterned/sculptured
ground. For white concrete, RA = 0.50.6. The output of the GvBF is comparable
or better than the monofacial farm for most locations in the world. Creating a
patterned surface with albedo 0.5, e.g., using white concrete, will add to the initial
cost. However, the bifacial farm is expected to produce significantly more energy,
while minimizing cleaning cost. Also, the reduced IR heating in bifacial cells will
result in longer lifetime and thus even higher integrated energy yield over the
panel lifetime compared to monofacial panels.

Note that, the monofacial panel array have certain row spacing to minimize
row-to-row shading, especially in winter. Therefore, in summer, there can be
significant sunlight incident on the ground between rows. Optimally tilted bi-
facial panel array (e.g., see Fig. 13.7(b)) will partially recover this sunlight. And,
with the additional landscaping, the bifacial farm shows prospects for always out-
performing monofacial farm
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Figure 13.7 (a, b) various types of ground-sculpting that increase light reflected on the
solar panels. (c,d) shows diffused sunlight illumination on the panel front face and on the
ground respectively. Partial illumination from the ground and panel are shown in (e,f). (g)
shows optimization of farm output in Washington DC on Sep.22.2009 with respect to panel
gap p and ground shape r. (h) shows the hourly inputs and outputs for the same farm with
panel gap p = 2m, panel height h = 1.2m. (i) shows output of monofacial and bifacial
farms as function of clearness index (at latitude 40◦N). Corresponding % improvement and
longitudes are also shown. We assume 10% (relative) loss due to soiling for the monofacial
farm.
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13.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed annual yield of solar farms while accounting for
practical constraints such as variations in sun-path, and insolation. Compared to
the conventional monofacial arrays, the bifacial, and the landscaped bifacial farms
show potential for further improvement in energy output. Of course, in a com-
plete PV-system, inverter losses, grid losses,down-times, soiling losses should be
accounted for to more accurately predict the yield. Finally, based on these output
predictions, the LCOE would be the quantity that decides the viability of a PV
project.

It should be clear at this point that the output from the panel arrays are not
constant throughout the day. There is a need to store the energy generated so
that consumers can best utlize the power when and where they need it. In the
following chapter, We will discuss the operation and efficiency of various storage
strategies developed for solar cell technology.
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CHAPTER 14

STORING ENERGY FROM SOLAR CELLS

14.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, we have discussed how to design a solar cell, assemble
them into modules and panels, and install them in solar farms to generate electrical
power directly from the sun, see Fig. 14.1. Electrical power however has a big
problem – it must be consumed immediately after generation (to drive a motor
or to light a bulb for example) otherwise we may as well not generate the power
to begin with. Indeed, next time you turn on your table lamp, remember that
power consumed was generated only a fraction of a second ago – the time needed
for electricity to move from the power-plant to your home through the electrical
grid. How does this requirement of immediate consumption affect our strategy to
generate solar power? In short, in a big way.

The sun does not shine during the night. Even during the day, the power output
changes from morning to noon, between seasons, and on a cloudy vs. clear day.
How can we match the variability between power generation vs. power consump-
tion? Well, if we could bottle the solar power in some “nonelectrical” forms and
then reconvert to electricity on demand, we will be able to use the solar energy at
arbitrary times, as shown in Fig. 14.1.

Actually, nature has been doing it all along. Photosynthesis involves converting
solar energy to chemical energy. The fossil fuel in our cars is nothing but stored
solar energy from millions of years ago. The water-cycle converts solar energy to
the potential energy of the rain. And we convert the power to hydroelectricity
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Figure 14.1 Solar energy produced (left) must either be immediately consumed (top right)
or stored for future use (bottom right).

through river dams days or months afterward. Over the years, researchers have
developed analogous systems for solar cells. We will discuss examples (electro-
static, mechanica, and chemical) in the following sections.

14.2 Many forms of Energy Storage

We can store energy in many forms. In this chapter, we will focus on three common
modes of energy storage: mechanical, electrostatic, and electro-chemical.

14.2.1 Mechanical Energy Storage

As an example of the “mechanical” storage, solar energy can be converted into
potential energy by pumping the water up from a lower to a higher reservoir, see
Fig. 14.2(a). You can regenerate power on demand by allowing the water to run
down to the bottom reservoir and turning a turbine to turn a motor in the pro-
cess. The process acts like a mini water-cycle. Others variants are also being tried:
Insert a series of huge hollow spherical reservoirs several hundred feet under wa-

Pump Motor

Figure 14.2 Various types of energy storage mechanisms.
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ter within a river or close to the seashore and store the solar energy by pumping
water out of the spheres, Fig. 14.2 (b). Electricity is generated as needed by al-
lowing the water to flood back into the spheres. Another approach shown in Fig.
14.2 (c) involves turning an ultra-low friction flywheel and store the solar energy
in the angular momentum of large masses. When needed, the energy can be ex-
tracted back by connecting an electrical motor – the spinning slows as the energy
is extracted out. Overall, many “mechanical” storage are being considered, but
the two-reservoir approach is still most popular. Note that in all these approaches,
the DC solar energy must be first converted into AC electricity to drive the elec-
trical motors. For solar farms, connection to the power-grid requires DC to AC
conversion–therefore, the loss is already accounted for.

14.2.2 Electrostatic Energy Storage

The electrostatic approach involves using the solar energy to charge a (very large)
capacitor, as in Fig. 14.2 (d). The capacitor is discharged as needed.

To understand the key considerations, let us consider a simple model of a solar
cell connected in series to a storage capacitor, Fig. 14.3. For simplicity, solar mod-
ule is represented by its thermodynamic I-V characteristics of a series connected
module of N cells. For now, we will neglect the series and shunt resistances.

PV Capacitor

Jph JD
RS C

Figure 14.3 A solar cell can charge a capacitor to store energy for future use. One must use
a connecting diode to prevent capacitor discharge when PV is not working, and a voltage
regular to prevent overcharging.

The charging phase is represented by the differential equation

C
dV

dt
+ i0(e(qV/kT ) − 1) = iph (14.1)

If we assume that the capacitor was originally discharged, V (t = 0) = 0, then 14.1
is solved to obtain

e−V (t)/v0 = b/a+ (1− b/a)e−at (14.2)

where v0 = kBT/q, a ≡ (iph+i0)/v0C and b ≡ i0/(v0C). The final voltage saturates
to Voc = kBT

q ln(iph/i0 +1). At this point, all the current is fed to the diode, nothing
goes to the capacitor. Also, the stored energy in a capacitor of thickness d and area
AC is ultimately given by

U = CV 2
OC/2 (14.3)

where Vt→∞ = Voc and C = ACκε0/d. Since EOC = VOC/d, where d is the thick-
ness of the capacitor. Taken together,

U = ACκε0EOCVOC/2 (14.4)
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A large capacitor stores more energy, as expected.

Homework 14.1: Charging and discharging time of a capacitor

1. Calculate the time needed to reach 95% maximum storage.

2. Assume that the daily illumination has the form I(t) = Imaxsin(t/t0).
Calculate the time t1 by which the capacitor is 95% charged.

14.2.3 Electro-Chemical Energy Storage

The “chemical storage” offers another possibility and there are many variants. The
key idea is this: Use the electrical energy to split a molecule (or initiate a reaction)
and store the products. For example, Fig. 14.4 shows that water can be split by
electrolysis into H2 and O2. Later, as needed, one allows H2 and O2 to react, use
the heat generated to power a boiler which will turn a turbine. The turbine can
drive a generator to reclaim the stored energy as electricity. If H2 is difficult to
store/transport, one can further convert H2 through a series of reactions to solid
hydrocarbons for future use, as in Fig. 14.12. Other options include charging
batteries (e.g., Li-Ni or salt electrolyte). In the following section, let us consider
the energy storage option with hydrolysis and H2 generation in a bit more detail.

14.3 Stored Energy through Water Hydrolysis

Assume that the terminals of a solar cell has been connected to the anode and
cathode of the a electro-chemical cell, as shown in Fig. 14.4. Sunlight generates
electron and hole pairs in the solar cells. The holes flow to the anode contact and
recombines with an electron. To maintain charge neutrality, anode will now accept
an electron from water, i.e.

H2O ↔ 2H+ +
1

2
O2 + 2e− (14.5)

so that the repulsion among the protons breaks the water molecule apart. The O2

gas is released, and the proton travels to the cathode.
At the cathode, the proton will now accept the electrons from the conduction

band of the solar cell, as follows.

2H+ + 2e− ↔ H2. (14.6)

The hydrogen gas generated will now be saved for future use.
The configuration we discussed involves a solar cell supplying electrons and

holes to two electrodes serving as anode and cathode. Other configurations are
also possible – for example, Fig. 14.4(b) has the solar cells immersed in water,
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and the electrodes of the electrodes themselves serve as anode and cathode. The
physics and chemistry are essentially the same, but they have different technol-
ogy challenges. For example, configuration (a) involves electrical loss in the wire
connecting the components, while the configuration (b) requires that the cell is en-
capsulated or otherwise water-stable. In the following discussion, we will focus
on the essential physics and chemistry of the problem.

1 sun
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Figure 14.4 (a) An external solar cell, either configured as a multi-cell module or a tandem
cell involving a stack of sub-cells, drives the hydrolysis of water. (b) The solar cell itself is
now immersed in water. The electrodes serves as the cathode for hydrolysis of water.

14.4 Redox Reactions can be represented by a single diode

In order to understand the fundamental limits of energy storage by water hydrol-
ysis, we need to first understand the chemical processes in anode and cathode,
see Fig. 14.5(a). Electro-chemists treat each electrode separately by the so called
half-cell reactions. For example, the anode reaction

H2O ↔ 2H+ +
1

2
O2 + 2e− (14.7)

can be described by the following Butler-Volmer equation

JA = Jred,A − Jox,A

= J0,A

[
exp

(
VA − µA
box,A

)
− exp

(
−VA − µA

bred,A

)]
(14.8)

Here, the reaction is characterized by the anode half-cell reaction and solution
potential µA, exchange current density JA, and the Tafel slopes box,A, bred,A. The
first exponential term describes the dissociation of water into H2 and O2, while
the second exponential term describes the creating water from H2 and O2. For
electrical engineers, Eq. 14.4 can be represented by back to back diodes connected
to a voltage source µA, see Fig. 14.5(c). The combined reaction and solution po-
tential µA and hence the voltage source varies as a function of the concentrations
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of the reactants. To describe the full water-splitting process involving anode and
cathode, we need to similarly characterize the cathode equation

2H+ + 2e− ↔ H2 (14.9)

as follows

JC = Jox,C − Jred,C

= J0,C

[
exp

(
VC − µC
bred,C

)
− exp

(
−VC − µC

box,C

)]
. (14.10)

The voltage across the electrochemical (EC) cell is

Vcell = VC + VA + JecRsol. (14.11)

Here, the solution resistance (Rsol) describes the transport of proton through the
solution. For now, we will assume this to be small. Note the current direction for
Jec = JC = JA shown in Fig. 14.5(c).
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Figure 14.5 (a) The overall reaction splits water into hydrogen and oxygen. (b) Half-cell
reactions at anode and cathode. (c) Two diode presentation of the half-cell reaction. (d, e)
Single diode approximation.

The general circuit in Fig. 14.5(c) works for arbitrary voltage impressed on the
electrochemical (EC) system. At positive (or negative) bias, only the forward bi-
ased diodes matter, the reversed biased diode can be dropped. When Vcell >
µA + µC , oxidation in cathode and reduction in anode dominate, and the corre-
sponding diodes (Jox,C and Jred,A respectively) are in forward bias. The other
two diodes are in reverse bias and we can neglect Jred,C and Jox,A. Therefore, we
can combine eq. (14.4), (14.4) into (14.4) to write (assume Rsol = 0):

Vcell = VC + VA

= µth + box,C ln

(
Jec
J0,C

)
+ bred,A ln

(
Jec
J0,A

)
(14.12)

= µth + ln

[(
Jec
J0,C

)box,C ( Jec
J0,A

)bred,A]
. (14.13)
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After some algebra, we get

Jec = J0,ec exp

(
Vcell
b

)
. (14.14)

Here, the effective exchange current density and the effective Tafel slope are given
by,

J0,ec = J
(box,C/b)
0,C J

(bred,A/b)
0,A exp

(
−µth

b

)
, (14.15)

b = box,C + bred,A. (14.16)

The effective exchange current density can be perceived as the weighted average
of the exchange current densities of individual electrodes. Clearly, equation (14.4)
can be represented by a single diode, as in Fig. 14.5(d). The equations (14.4-14.4)
hold correct for Vcell > µA + µC when water is split into H2 and O2. In this case,
energy is being stored into the EC-system. If we assume there are K-EC cells
connected in series with a system voltage of Vec = KVcell, we can rewrite equation
(14.4) as

Jec = J0,ec exp

(
Vcell
b

)
= J0,ec exp

(
Vec
Kb

)
. (14.17)

For 0 < Vcell < µA + µC , energy stored in the EC will be extracted, and we can
re-derive similar set of equations with another one-diode model. For now, we will
only focus on water splitting, i.e., charging the EC-system.

14.5 Recall the equations for a tandem cells – From chapter 5

We must now drive the electrochemical reaction with solar cells. The solar mod-
ule may either contain M-cells of the same-bandgap connected in series, or single
tandem cell with a stack of N-subcells.

Let us begin with a N-subcell tandem. Given an albedo of R, we limit the num-
ber of cells to Nmax ≤ (1 +R−1), so that the bottom cell has the smallest bandgap,
E0. For typical R = 0.25, Nmax = 5, with Vmp ∼ 3 volts, sufficient for most redox
reactions of practical interest.

14.5.1 I-V Characteristics of a N-cell Tandem

The I-V characteristics of a tandem cell is given by

J(V ) = Jph − qΩDγe−〈EG〉/kBTDeqV/N kBTD (14.18)

= Jph − J0,MJe
qV/N kBTD (14.19)

where 〈EG〉 is the average bandgap of the tandem cells. Recall that current match-
ing among the subcells define the following bandgap sequence, i.e.,

Ei =
i

βN
+

(N − i) [β(1 +R)E0 −R]

βN
(14.20)
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Since 〈EG〉 =
∑N−1
i=0 Ei/N , we can insert 14.20 to find the minimum bandgap as

Eg,0 =

(
〈EG〉 −

(N − 1)(1−R)

2βN

)
2N

N(1 +R) + (1−R)
(14.21)

and the maximum bandgap being

Eg,max =
N − 1

βN
+

(N − i) [β(1 +R)E0 −R]

βN
(14.22)

For these sequence of bandgaps, the overall output voltage is

qVmp
N

= 〈Eg〉
(

1− TD
〈Eg〉

Eg,P
TS

)
− kBTD ln

(
ΩD
SΩS

)
(14.23)

= qVmp,1 −
TD
TS
× N − 1

N + 1
(〈Eg〉β−1) (14.24)

We have assumed a solar concentration of S. That is why the solar acceptance
angle ΩS is replaced by SΩS .

Also, the photo-current at the maximum power-point is given by

Jsc = J0,PV [1− βEg,max] =
2Jsc,1
N + 1

(14.25)

14.5.2 I-V Characteristics of a series connected M-cell module

For a module with M-cells,

Vmp(N,M,S,R) = MVmp,M=1(N,S,R) (14.26)

=
MN

q

[
〈Eg〉

(
1− TD
〈Eg〉

Eg,P
TS

)
− kBTD ln

(
ΩD
SΩS

)]
(14.27)

We assume the series and shunt resistances can be neglected for simplicity.

14.6 Charging EC-system with PV

14.6.1 Operating point of the PV-EC system

The general PV-EC system is shown in Fig. 14.6, where a PV panel consisting of
M number ofN -junction cells in series is connected toK number of EC-cells in se-
ries. For a given PV-EC system, we can now find an operating point (Vop, Jop) by
solving for Iec = Ipv , i.e., AecJec(Vop) = ApvJM (Vop), as shown in Fig. 14.7. Note
that the ratio of cell areas (AF = Apv/Aec) is another system parameter which will
appear in the discussions later. A coupling loss described by the difference in max-
imum power of PV and the operating power should be taken into consideration
while analyzing the system.

Intuitively, when the EC is operated at the MP of the PV (i.e., (V, J)op = (V, J)mp),
the coupling is 100%, and the system is optimized. Therefore, for the global de-
sign and optimization of the PV-EC system, we will choose (V, J)op = (V, J)mp
constraint so that the coupling efficiency ηc = 1. We can numerically find the exact
solution for (V, J)op.
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…

K EC-cells in series
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Figure 14.6 A solar module connected to an array of EC-cells.
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Figure 14.7 A solar cell on the left, configured either as a module or a tandem cell,
is connected to the anode and cathode of electrochemical cell that drives the hydrolysis
reaction.

14.6.2 PV-EC operation: an intuitive picture

The PV system can be configured as a module consisting of series-connected single
junction or multi-junction (tandem) cells. For an illustrative example, we take
a water-splitting cell as the electrochemical system (load). The parameters that
define a water-splitting experiment are µth = 1.23 V, J0,ec = 4.06×10−36 mA/cm2,
b = 70 mV/decade [1].

For an intuitive understanding of the numerical optimization process, consider
a single-MJ cell (M = 1, N = 1, 2, 3) in a PV system optimized for maximum
efficiency (i.e., PV optimized), as shown in Fig. 14.8. We find that this double-
junction PV provides the best coupling to the water-splitting EC (K = 1) and the
highest system efficiency. This is because the point of operation (V, I)op is closest
to(V, I)mp. Fig. 14.8 shows that current is negligible at the point of intersection of
the I-V of a single junction cell and the EC. For a triple junction (N = 3,M = 1)
tandem cell, the overall efficiency is also lower than that of double junction (N =
2,M = 1) cell due to poorer coupling efficiency (current matching). This analysis
implies that the optimum system efficiency depends on the number of subcells
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(a)
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Figure 14.8 (a) Graphical solution for a module connected to an electro-chemical cell.
Each module I-V characteristics is labeled with the cells it contains, namely, M = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The intersection of the IEC(V ) with IM,N,R(V ) defines the steady-state solution. (b) The
conversion efficiency is plotted as a function of M.

(N) in the tandem PV as well as the number of series-connected cells (M) in the
module.

Homework 14.2: Optimum number of PV subcells

Referring to Fig. 14.8 for a tandem solar cell driving the hydrolysis reaction,
argue that there is a optimum number of subcells (Nopt) that maximizes en-
ergy conversion.

14.7 How efficiently can we store solar energy?

14.7.1 PV-EC system design rule

Using Eq. 14.4 for K electrochemical cells in series, the voltage of the EC-cell is
given by

Vec = Kb ln(
Jec
J0,ec

) (14.28)

The voltage and current of the EC-system should be at the maximum power point
of the PVs-system for optimal storage, i.e.,

Vop = Vec = Vmp, (14.29)
and, Iop = AecJec(Vop) = ApvJM (Vop). (14.30)
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Next, we substitute Vmp from Eq. 14.27 and Jmp ≈ Jsc,N from Eq. 14.25 into Eq.
14.29 to arrive at the very important PV-EC system design formula:

Kb ln

[
SJs0(1− βEg,top)

J0,ec
AF

]
=

(
MN

q

)[
Eg,av

(
1− TD

TS

Eg,top
Eg,av

)
− kBTD ln

(
ΩD
SΩS

)]
(14.31)

Here, AF = Apv/Aec is the cell-area ratio. Eq. 14.31 determines the optimum
parameters (M,N,E0) for a given EC system (K,µth, J0,ec, β) and particular val-
ues of S and R. Note thatEg,top andEg,av are functions ofE0, the smallest bandgap
of the tandem cell. Therefore, for a set value of (M,N,S,R) for the PV and given
EC system, one can solve for E0 from Eq. 14.20 for an optimal design. As we
will show later, for a given EC system, a global maximum system efficiency re-
quires: (i) co-optimization of (M,E0) at given PV module with(N,S,R), or (ii)
co-optimization of (N,E0) for given tandem(M,S,R).

Since we find the point of operation, i.e., the intersection of I−V characteristics
of PV and EC for maximum power output, Eq. 14.31 provides the optimum pa-
rameters for system design. These parameters can be substituted in the following
definition of overall system efficiency, to achieve the thermodynamic limit:

ηsys = ηpvηcηec

=
VmpImp

SPsun(MApv)
× VopIop
VmpImp

× KµthIop
VopIop

=
KµthIop

MSPsunApv
= (

KµthJ
PV
op

MSPsun
) (14.32)

Here, Psun is the solar intensity reaching the PV system (∼ 1 kW/m2 for AM1.5G)
and (V, I)mp is the maximum power point of the PV module. The power required
to initiate the electrochemical process at the thermodynamic equilibrium potential
µth is µthIop. The factor K accounts for the number of ECs in series. The losses
in PV and EC are taken into account with their respective definitions of efficiency
[1, 2, 3]. The coupling loss is included using the coupling efficiency, defined as the
ratio of operating power over the maximum power that can be generated by the
PV cell.

It is important to note that ηsys also comprises of Faradaic efficiency which is
assumed to be 100% in this calculation. Moreover, we use equilibrium potential
(lower heating value) of the reaction and not the thermo-neutral potential (higher
heating value) because equilibrium potential gives an upper bound to theoretical
system efficiency.

14.7.2 PV-EC system efficiency limit

If we revisit Eq. 14.31, we observe that, for N -junction tandem, we cannot inde-
pendently set both M and K for an optimized design. In fact, (M/K)-ratio would
be another optimization parameter for maximizing ηsys.

In most practical cases, for example on rooftops or solar farms, single junc-
tion solar cells are used. Therefore, let us first study the optimum combination
of (M,K) for a module of SJ (N = 1) solar cells connected to a K- cell electro-
chemical system. For any SJ cell Eg and known EC, one can readily calculate
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(M/K) for optimum design using Eq. 14.31. The corresponding ηsys is found
from Eq. 14.32. The optimum ηsys and the corresponding (M/K) are shown as a
function of Eg in Fig. 14.9. For a water-splitting EC system, ηmax ∼ 26.46% for
M/K ∼ 1.67 ≈ 8/5, implying that an optimum combination of 8 SJ cells in series
with 5 EC cells will yield the best overall-system efficiency. Further, this efficiency
is achieved at Eg = 1.33 eV, which in fact is the optimum SJ PV bandgap. This can
be explained as follows.

Due to logarithmic change in Vec with current (see Eq. 14.4), the EC efficiency
ηec does not change significantly as long as the change in current is relatively small
(i.e., S is essentially a constant). Now, with constant ηec and ηc = 1, it is obvious
that the system ηsys will maximize when ηpv is maximum. The difference in ηpv
and ηsys arises due to kinetic losses in EC which are incorporated in ηec. Therefore,
choosing an (M/K)-ratio so as to couple optimum-PV to the EC will indeed give
the optimum system design. While we have explained the result in the context of
SJ-PV and EC coupling, this analysis also holds for to tandem-PV and EC coupling,
explained as follows.

Fig. 14.9(b) shows optimum ηpv and overall optimized ηsys for N -junction
tandems. The corresponding optimum (M/K)-ratio calculated from Eq. 14.31
is also shown in the same plot. The Vmp of the optimum tandem increases with N
which is compensated by decreasing (M/K)-ratio to ensure perfect coupling be-
tween the PV module and the EC cells. The system efficiency ηsys increases from
26.46% to 34.82% for N = 1 to 2, and starts to saturate for N > 4. From Eq. 14.31,
we can predict the ultimate limit of ηsys →52.09% as N →∞ under 1-sun with no
albedo (S = 1, R = 0).

𝜂𝑝𝑣

𝜂𝑠𝑦𝑠

𝜂𝑝𝑣

𝜂𝑠𝑦𝑠 0.26

0.33

1.67

1.33

(a) (b)

Figure 14.9 Variation in efficiency andM/K-ratio as a function of bandgap for (a) system
with SJ PV connected to EC, (b) system with MJ PV connected to EC.

Homework 14.3:

Consider a PV-Electrolyzer design for an integrated system of photovoltaic
module and an electrochemical system. Let the electrochemical system be a
single water-splitting cell with µth 1.23V, J0 = 4.06 × 10−36 mA/cm2 and
τ = 70mV/decade (∼19 mV/e). The PV module, on the other hand, can have
following configurations:
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1. Module with 2 single junction solar cells (bandgap: E0 = 1.16 eV)

2. Module with 1 multi-junction solar cell (bandgaps: E0 = 0.79 eV, E1 =
1.56eV)

Assuming an illumination of 1 sun (AM 1.5G) and albedo (R) = 0, find the sys-
tem efficiency for both these configurations and reason out why one of them
is better. Now, for part 1, find the system efficiency with R=1 and qualitatively
compare the result with R=0 case.

Hint. First, find the short circuit current density (Jsc) and then the system
efficiency.
R=0: (a) ηsys = 25.66% (b) ηsys = 32.53%
Reason- Tandem (multi-junction) cells provide more efficient conversion of
solar energy into electrical energy as compared to single-junction solar cells.
R=1: (a) ηsys = 49.69%
Reason- Bifaciality increases the amount of solar energy absorbed by the PV
module, hence improving the overall efficiency.

14.7.3 Discussion

Where did the energy go? It is important to compare the energy that can eventu-
ally be returned from stored hydrogen vs. the power provided by the PV-system.
It is clear from Fig. 14.9 that the overall power stored is significantly smaller than
the efficiency of the PV system. Fig. 14.10 accounts for the lost power. While the
system was optimized for V ∗EC and I∗EC and the corresponding energy was needed
to dissociate water, the energy returned by hydrogen and oxygen reaction is only
the power in the blue box in Fig. 14.9. The kinetic energy contained the gray box
is forever lost.

I

V

Iec

IPV

PEC PK

𝜇𝑡ℎ

Imp

Vmp

Figure 14.10 Various components of the power during the electro-chemical energy storage
process.

Hydrolysis is but one of the many energy storage reactions Hydrolysis reaction
is easy to explain, however, the gas must be stored in high pressure to fit in a rea-
sonable volume. Sometimes it is more convenient to use the protons generated at
the anode through hydrolysis to drive other reactions whose end product is more
conveniently stored. For example, Fig. 14.11 shows how water and Carbon diox-
ide can be used to create CO, which can then be converted to other carbohydrates,
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similar to what a leaf does during photosynthesis. The analysis proceeds exactly
the same way as before, except that we have new µth for the diode.

1 sun

PV

R sun

Anode

Cathode

2H20 O2

CO+2H20

4H+

CO2

EC

Rsol
JEC

Figure 14.11 (a) The electro-chemical reaction involving water and Carbon dioxide. (b)
The reaction can still be represented by a single diode.

Interestingly, people have enlisted bacteria to the service of energy storage, see
Fig. 14.12 (c). Here, bacteria cells such as Moorella thermoacetica uses the Wood-
Ljungdahl metabolic pathways to convert proton produced by the hydrolysis of
water to the acetic acid. We must realized however that these pathways them-
selves have significant losses, therefore the conversion has a significant energy
penalty.

Sunlight PV EC Cells CH3COOH

H2O

H2

O2

CO2

Sunlight PV EC Hydrocarbon

H2O+CO2(b)

(c)

Sunlight PV EC H2

H2O(a)

O2

(d)

e-h+

Bio-

Chem 

Process
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Bacteria

CdS

nanoparticle

Sunlight

Figure 14.12 (a) Hydrolysis of water. (b) Hydrocarbon can be generated through a reaction
involving carbon dioxide and water. (c) Bacteria-assisted generation of acetic acid.

Homework 14.4: Photosynthesis as a PV to EC energy storage process

Finally, I encourage you to study the photosynthesis reaction shown in Fig.
14.13 and explain the following.

1. Of the two topologies shown in Fig. 14.4, which one corresponds to pho-
tosynthetic reaction?
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2. A leaf has various light-sensitive molecules, such as chlorophyll a, chloro-
phyll b, and β-carotene, etc. These cells absorbs photons at 400-500 nm,
and 625-675nm. Is this a tandem cell, or a series connected cell?

3. Can you explain the must be absorbed in order to make a reasonably
efficient energy converter?

Figure 14.13 A schematic diagram of photosynthetic process.

14.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed a variety of energy storage systems, including
mechanical, electrostatic, and electro-chemical. We have analyzed the hydrolysis
of water to create hydrogen as an potentially important mechanism of energy stor-
age. The physics and mathematics are identical for a battery, be it Li-ion battery
or a flow battery. Therefore, you should be able to use theory developed in this
chapter to describe arbitrary forms of electro-chemical system.
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